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Sikh Naujawan Sabha Malaysia
Minutes of 47th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING held on 18 August 2013
Minutes of the 47th Annual General Meeting of the Sikh Naujawan Sabha Malaysia held on 18th August
2013, 2.45pm at Sabha House, Kuala Lumpur
47.1

Arambak Ardas

47.1.1 Ardas was performed by Sdr Autar Singh.
47.2

Opening Address by Jathedar

47.2.1 Jathedar thanked everyone for taking time to attend the AGM. He also thanked Guruji and the
Sanggat for the continuous support given and apologized for any shortcomings. He further
thanked all the Sabha branches for their support and contributions and hoped that they will
continue with the good work. He informed the members that the main project undertaken by
Sabha in 2012-2013 period has been the development of Khalsa Land at Kuala Kubu Baru and the
entire team involved played a pivotal role in all aspects. The Jathedar specially thanked Sdr Gian
Singh, Sdr Amarjit Singh, Sdr Sarjit Singh and the entire land development team for making it a
success at Khalsa Land. Thanks to this development, numerous camps and activities have been
organized at Khalsa Land.
A restructuring of the SNSM database has been put into place with the Jathedar taking the lead
to ensure a proper database system will be up and running by December 2013. Among the key
outcomes of this system would be a comprehensive and up-to-date database of all the Sabha
members as well as the implementation of a membership card that would enable Sabha
members to receive perks when utilized. The Jathedar also extended his heartfelt appreciation
and thanked the Sanggat for their continuous support throughout the year. He also sought the
Sanggat’s forgiveness for any shortcomings or mistakes during the course of the past year.
47.3

Confirmation of Minutes of the 46th AGM

47.1.1 Sdr Gian Singh proposed the confirmation of the minutes and Sdr Dr. K. Inder Singh seconded the
proposal. The confirmed minutes were then adopted by the meeting.
47.4

Matters Arising

47.4.1 Sdr Gurdarshan Singh enquired in relation to para 46.6.1 whether the accounts for the Fellowship
Camp had been checked. The Jathedar replied that the accounts had been checked.
47.4.2 Sdr Dr. K. Inder Singh enquired in relation to para 46.7.1 Q2 on what plans were being put into
place to educate the youth who are dependent on addictive substances, for example drugs and
alcohol. Sdr Malkith Singh replied that it was an arduous task to take care of those who were
dependent on such addictive substances.
Sdr Dr. Amarjeet Singh noted that many Sikh youths are turning into drug addicts these days and
enquired whether Sabha was monitoring them or whether there was any follow up on kmown
cases.
The Jathedar explained that if information on such cases was received, Sabha would send
someone to investigate the matter. He expressed his shock that many Sikh girls in Penang were
getting addicted to drugs and that many Sikh youths in Perak were now even peddling drugs. He

explained that it was difficult to provide assistance to these youths once they had been arrested
by the police and moved to the rehabilitation centres. In this instance, he explained that Sabha
has enlisted the help of sewadars to assist. In Penang, Bhen Sukhvinder Kaur provides counseling
and keeps in touch with girls involved with drugs, whilst Sdr Boghar Singh helps families in high
drug abuse areas. He highlighted the two recent cases in Bukit Beruntung where the children
were sent to Gurpuri to prevent them from being exposed to drugs.
Sdr Dr. Amarjeet Singh enquired if Sabha had any records of the number of drug addicts within
the Sikh community. He noted that the Ministry of Health has figures on the number of drug
addicts but none in relation to the Sikh Community. He stated that in the 1980’s, the ratio of Sikh
drug addicts per community was the highest which made it all the more important to get figures
with regard to knowing where the community was heading. He also expressed regret that not
enough is being done and urged Sabha to take up this task. One of the ways would be to visit the
prisons to obtain the figures with regard to addicts within the Sikh community.
Sdr Malkith Singh replied that it takes a lot of time and energy to deal with those who are
dependent on drugs and alcohol, and that the rehabilitation process requires a lot of
commitment.
Sdr Dr Amarjeet Singh further wanted to know if Sabha could come up with a cohesive plan to
tackle this problem. He added that the Gurpuri Foundation was doing an excellent job in terms
of social work and hoped that Sabha could initiate a panel with more Sikh NGOs to look into this
matter aimed at tackling this menace.
47.4.3 Sdr Gurdarshan Singh asked in relation to para 46.7 regarding agenda item “consideration of any
matter for which at least 7 days notice has been given to the Hon. Secretary”. He pointed out
that the notice for the AGM was received on 7 August, while the notice had to be sent by August
5. Sdr Malkith Singh replied that an error was made in stating the date for submission of notice,
which in actual fact should have been 15 August, and sincerely apologized for the error made by
the secretariat.
47.5

Confirmation of Annual Report of the Executive Committee for 2012/2013

47.5.1 Sdr Gurdarshan Singh in relation to para 9.0 regarding the Sabha Hostel enquired on the status of
the Hostel and whether Sabha had any plans to dispose the said property.
47.5.2 Sdr Boghar Singh replied that the Hostel is being utilized as a safe haven for abandoned families.
He cited two recent cases where senior members of a Sikh family were abandoned by the family,
and had to be provided with temporary shelter at the Sabha Hostel.
Sdr Dr. K. Inder Singh asked if the Hostel could be converted into a home for the elders. He also
pointed out that property prices around the Hostel were raising everyday and suggested that
Sabha does not sell the property for the time being.
47.5.3 Sdr Balvinder Singh in relation to para 11.0 regarding Publication Division expressed his surprise
that the report for the Publication Division was rather short. He also said that only two
magazines were published throughout 2012 with the contents comprising mostly pictures.
Furthermore, there were a number of errors in the report. He noted that the Publication Division
was an important division of Sabha, and that more sewadars should be roped in to help out to
avoid such irregularities from occurring again. He also hoped that the Sabha website could be
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improved to reach out to more people so as to serve as an effective avenue to promote the
Sabha events and activities.
Sdr Malkith Singh took note of the points raised and assured that they would be taken into
consideration by the committee. He also pointed out that several prominent individuals within
the press/publishing industry have been roped in to help out with the work of the Publication
Division.
47.5.4 Sdr Boghar Singh in relation to para 20.0 regarding Nishkam Sewa highlighted that this sewa was
being handled with the help of the Sanggat and other organisations, eventhough not much
publicity has been given to it. He felt saddened that certain individuals had taken to the internet
to condemn Sabha by mentioning that nothing was being done to help the needy, when in actual
fact, a lot of effort has been taken to serve the Sikh community. He also highlighted that over 78
families are being provided with monthly provisions as well as medical assistance. He also
thanked the Sikh Welfare Society, Sikh Mai and Ek Sewa Group for working hand-in-hand with
Sabha towards this cause.
Sdr Boghar Singh further shared that the Sikh Welfare Society had also donated beds for this
Nishkam Sewa and that RM15k was spent each month with the funding coming in from
donations. Sabha had also spent a sum of RM1,800 to purchase beds, wheelchairs and crutches.
He pointed out that a lot is being done but not much if it has been highlighted to avoid the
families involved from feeling embarrassed and at the same time not to expose the identities of
the families.
Sdr Dr. K Inder Singh explained that there were other Sikh organisations that were also helping
the needy through an adopt-a-family system, and hoped that Sabha could liaise with these
organisations to avoid any overlapping of assistance. On this matter, Sdr Boghar Singh pointed
out that Sabha was already working with such organisations.
In relation to comments made by Sdr Boghar Singh, Sdr Autar Singh added that he is quite active
on the net and when such comments are made, he makes it a point to help address the
misconception. He opined that one of the reasons for such misconception could be that many
are unaware of the efforts being made by Sabha as not much publicity has been made online
about the Nishkam Sewa. He suggested that this sewa be highlighted more on Sabha’s FB page.
Sdr Dr. Amarjeet Singh reiterated this suggestion and urged that the Sanggat be made aware of
how many families were being provided with assistance, what kind of schemes are in place and
being implemented, how much has been spent or is needed so that some of the Sabha members
can come forward to help. Suchinformation from Sabha can also assist in determining whether
there could be more cases that may need such assistance.
47.5.5 Sdr Gian Singh then went on to put forward a suggestion on the Sabha Hostel. According to him,
based on sale of properties in the same vicinity as shown in the newspaper, the price per square
foot around the hostel area is around RM1k. Even though the Hostel was currently being utilized
as a temporary shelter, the cost to upkeep the place is not cheap, and hence his suggestion to sell
the property sooner or later. He also said that the Khalsa Land could be utilized as a shelter for
senior citizens and suggested that a home for senior citizens be set up there.
Sdr Malkith Singh replied that the Gurpuri Foundation has already started working on the setting
up of a home for senior citizens/girls hostel/orphanage. He also pointed out that the condition of
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the Sabha Hostel was presently in a neglected state. He assured that a valuation will be carried
out to determine the market value of the property.
47.5.6 Sdr Gian Singh reminded that the community should focus on getting more sewadars involved in
helping out with drug rehabilitation and maybe look into setting up a drug rehabilitation centre.
He hoped that Sabha could take the lead in setting up the rehab centre. Sdr Malkith Singh
explained that it would be a difficult task to run a rehab centre and would require professional
staff to handle the management of the centre.
47.5.7 Sdr Balbinder Singh in relation to para 14.0 regarding Holla Mahalla Games enquired if the
athletes were provided with insurance coverage during the games. The Jathedar replied that all
athletes are covered under an insurance scheme and should they sustain any injury, they can
forward their medical claims to Sabha for reimbursement.
47.5.8 Sdr Balvinder Singh in relation to para 23.0 regarding ICT Division expressed his delight that
Sabha had embarked on overhauling the database with a new and improved system. He
expressed his confidence that based on the different phases outlined, a cohesive system will be
up and running by year end. He further added that it was vital to maintain such a system as it
played a crucial part in disseminating information to the Sanggat. He felt that it is also a fantastic
medium for parchaar whereby the Sanggat can receive daily updates on what is going on within
the Sikh community.
He also enquired on the company that was awarded to manage this system and those running
the company. The Jathedar informed that the team entrusted to develop and manage the
system comprised of Sdr Kashmahinder Singh, Sdr Tarminder Singh, Sdr Shamdev Singh and Bhen
Charanjeet Kaur. He explained that tenders were invited from a number of vendors, and four
companies came forward and submitted their bids. The companies presented their proposals
and the team evaluated the proposals and tender bids over the course of several meetings. The
project was finally awarded to Alcatel Sdn. Bhd. after due deliberation and further follow-ups.
The cost of the database system is estimated at RM48k, with free service for the first five years,
followed by a yearly maintenance fee of RM2.5k.
The Jathedar also mentioned that the database system would provide many advantages and it
would be easy for members to check on their details online, plus they would also receive a
membership card that would offer various perks with shops affiliated to Sabha. This in return
would help promote and boost Sabha’s membership. Two temporary staff have also been
employed to key in and update the existing data.
Sdr Boghar Singh asked if this membership card would be utilized for participants to register
during Samelans, to which the Jathedar replied in the affirmative.
47.5.9 Sdr Gian Singh reminded the meeting that when the Khalsa Land was acquired in early 2000,
there was this idea to set up a senior citizens home there. And now that the Gurpuri Foundation
is focused on building its orphanage on the land purchased in Bentong, he suggested that Sabha
should discuss the matter pertaining to the setting up of a home for senior citizens with the
Gurpuri Foundation, so that while Gurpuri is working on the setting up of the orphanage, Sabha
could then focus on handling the setting up of the home for senior citizens.
Sdr Malkith Singh replied that Sabha had spoken to Gurpuri and that a huge amount of
infrastructure was needed, and that it was not easy to handle a senior citizens home.
Maintaining such a home would also require a lot of resources and manpower. The Jathedar also
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mentioned that they had met with Sdr Mohan Singh who used to handle a senior citizens home.
Based on the experience shared by him, it would be a better alternative to utilize the services of
an existing reputed senior citizens home then to run such a home on your own.
Sdr Gian Singh still urged the need to look into the possibility of setting up a home and asked for
a team to be set up to study its pros and cons. He agreed to take the lead and proposed that a
subcommittee be set up. The proposal was seconded by Sdr Dr. Amarjeet Singh.
47.5.10 Bhen Manpreet Kaur said that she would like to raise concerns on behalf of a group of Naujawans
with regard to Samelan and the OMG. She pointed out that the Samelan 2012 review minutes
were not included in the report and that all the ideas and feedback provided during the review
had not been shared with everyone. She pointed out that in 2011, the Naujawans were given a
chance to run the Samelan and they handled the whole Samelan on their own with the elders
advising them along the way. Although there were many mistakes made during that Samelan,
there were also many good points that were highlighted at the review meeting for that year that
unfortunately were not taken up during the Samelan 2012. She expressed her hope that the
points highlighted at these review meetings would be utilized for the Samelan in 2013 and the
coming years.
Bhen Manpreet Kaur also thanked Sabha for all the support given towards the activities
organized by the OMG. She put forward an appeal for an allocation that could be utilized by
OMG to run their activities. To this, the Jathedar replied that Sabha was always ready to work
together with all and hoped that the OMG would include Sabha representatives in future
meetings to plan events, instead of seeking allocations after having decided on the events to be
carried out without prior informing the Exco.
47.5.11 Sdr Autar Singh proposed the Annual Report 2012/2013 to be accepted and Vir Gian Singh
seconded the proposal. The Annual Report 2012/2013 was accepted unanimously.
47.6

Confirmation of Audited Accounts for the year ended April 30, 2013

47.6.1 The Jathedar informed the meeting that the Treasurer and Meet Treasurer were unexpectedly
called away due to family and work matters, and that he will therefore be presenting the
accounts on their behalf.
47.6.2 Sdr Gurdarshan Singh pointed out that there were no financial reports, just a breakdown of the
accounts. This makes it difficult for many to understand where the funds have been utilized. He
also pointed out that in reference to the contents page, para regarding registered place of
business, it was mandatory to include the postcode in the address. He also pointed out that in
reference to Statement of Receipts and Payments for the Year ended 30 April 2013, the date
should be reflected as 2012.
Sdr Gurdarshan Singh also enquired on the high costs incurred at the Khalsa Land. He hoped that
the database system that is currently being developed would provide an avenue in the future to
send these accounts electronically to members to reduce cost in terms of printing and posting
the reports. He also pointed out that the audited accounts should provide more details especially
when high costs had been incurred. This will reduce repetitive questioning by the members as
the expenses would be clearer and at the same time there would be better transparency and
accountability.
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47.6.3 Sdr Dr. K Inder Singh suggested that the accounts should be presented by the Treasurer so that
questions when there are variances can be answered for clarity. He also asked if it would be wise
to employ the services of external auditors to check the accounts.
47.6.4 Making reference to the RM36k spent under the Leadership Youth Training, Sdr Boghar Singh
wanted to know what this programme was all about. The Jathedar replied that this training
programme was organized by the pervious Exco and payments were only made after the
accounts for the last year were closed. This training programme was led by Col (Rtd) Sdr Mohan
Singh and that similar sessions were also being planned to be held in future at the Khalsa Land.
47.6.5 Sdr Balvinder Singh said that under the Sabha Constitution, the accounts should be tabled at each
Exco meeting. He pointed out that it would be easy if the accounts were presented at each
meeting as a regular check and balance would avoid any delays with regards to holding the AGM.
47.6.6 Observing that there were many repeats when it comes to income and expenditure, Sdr Gian
Singh wanted to know if a simpler account format could be adopted. This would enable everyone
to understand based on receipts and payments made. Sdr Gurdarshan Singh pointed out that
when the accounts are simplified, assets will not be known and this reduces transparency.
47.6.7 Sdr Autar Singh further pointed out that it was vital that the Treasurer be present during the
presentation of the accounts at the AGM, so that questions posed in relation to the accounts
could be answered and further clarification could be sought for better understanding.
He also asked that under the Joint Parchaar Initiative, the money received should be shown
under 2012 receipts. Sdr Malkith Singh replied that the payments were made after April hence
not reflected.
Sdr Autar Singh also inquired on the lesser amount in payment for Association Fees
(MCCBCHST/NCWO) in 2013. Sdr Malkith Singh replied that the amount in 2012 was higher due
to the arrears being paid.
Sdr Autar Singh also asked why the cost for Publication showed an increase. Sdr Malkith Singh
replied that the sum also included cost for printing the Gutkey that were distributed at the 2012
Samelan and for the Sikh Magazine printed in 2012, and the payments were only made after
April.
Sdr Gurdarshan Singh proposed that the Audited Accounts be accepted and Sdr Sarjit Singh
seconded the proposal. The Audited Accounts for the year ended April 30, 2013 were accepted.
47.7

Consideration of any matter for which at least 7 days notice has been given to the Hon.
Secretary

47.7.1 The Jathedar informed that a proposal was received from Sdr Autar Singh and asked him to read
out the proposal pertaining to three resolutions.
Resolution 1 The members resolve that the Executive Committee of SNSM engage a
professional firm of Accountants to assist the Treasurer in preparing the financial accounts of
SNSM on a monthly basis to be presented at every meeting of the Exco as required by Clause 12.4
of the Constitution of SNSM.
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CONCLUSION

The Executive Committee (Exco) for 2013/2014 presents below the Annual Report of the Sikh
Naujawan Sabha Malaysia (Sabha) for the year 2013/2014.
1.0
1.1

Central Committee
Members of the Central Committee for the year 2013/2014.
Jathedar
: Sardar Pavandeep Singh
Meet Jathedars
: Sardar Amarjit Singh / Sardar Balbinder Singh
Hon. Secretary
: Sardar Malkith Singh
Asst. Hon. Secretary : Sardarni Serena Kaur
Sardar Sanggar Singh (resigned) replaced by Sardar
Treasurer
:
Ravinder Singh
Asst. Treasurer
: Sardar Jai Nanak Singh
Committee
: Sardar Manjeet Singh Sardar Gurnam Singh
Members
Sardar Boghar Singh Sardarni Baljit Kaur
Sardar Shamdev
Sardar Bhajanmeet Singh
Singh
Sardarni Ravinder
Sardarni Amreeta Kaur
Kaur
Sardarni Baljit Kaur
Sardarni Rajinder Kaur

1.2

The Central Committee held 5 Exco meetings during this period and fortnightly
sub-committee meetings.

1.3

The following are the Sewadars that served the Sabha for the year 2013/2014.
Master Pritam Singh
Administration Sabha House
Full Time
Administration Khalsa Land
Full Time
Sdr. Sarjit Singh
KKB
Sdr. Santokh Singh
Hostel
Full Time
They were assisted by other sewadars on a part-time basis.

2.0
2.1

2.2.

3.0
3.1

4.0

Membership
The total number of members in benefit at the AGM 2014 is 2,083 and another
3,365 members are in arrears.
The Central Committee would like to humbly appeal to all members to update their
subscriptions annually and also to encourage family members to become part of
the Sabha family. There are presently 3,365 members who are in arrears of
subscription or who cannot be contacted at their last given address.
Finance Division
All Sabha activities are fully funded by the generous donations of the Sanggat.
Sabha whole-heartedly thanks all the donors, well-wishers and the entire Sikh
Sanggat for the constant support and contributions. The detailed financial
statements are annexed.
Parchaar Division
Parchaar has always been the central focus of Sabha. Sharing the message of Sri
Guru Granth Sahib Ji has been and continues to be the most important activity of
Sabha. As the core sewa of Sabha, most of Sabha’s time and effort has been
dedicated towards the Parchaar activities. With the Grace of Satguru Ji, Sabha
and its branches have been conducting regional Samelans as this is a more
efficient means of Parchaar.

4.1

Regional Samelans and Weekend Camps were conducted at the following
locations
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4.2

Punjabi Education Trust Selangor Mini Samelan
Fellowship Camp Cameron Highlands
Fellowship Camp at Khalsa Land, KKB
Johore Mini Samelan
Mini Samelan Kota Kinabalu, Sabah
Mini Samelan Miri, Sarawak
Mini Samelan Kuching, Sarawak
Perak Sikh Youth Camp
Gunung Rapat, Ipoh Mini Samelan
Sikhi Camp at Sabha Camp Site, Kuala Kubu Baru
Sant Sephai Camp by Klang & Seremban Naujawans at Sabha Camp Site,
KKB
Annual Gurmat Parchaar Samelan, Port Dickson
Penang Mini Samelan
Global Warrior Camp
Sikh Youth Retreat Camp, Taiping
Kampung Pandan Mini Samelan
Healing Through Gurbani by Sarab Rogh Ka Aukhad Nam Group

The Sabha brought in prominent Kirtani Jathas and Parcharaks to inspire, motivate
and educate the Sanggat of Malaysia. Some of the prominent names (Ragis &
Kathakars) who were invited by the Sabha over the past year are as follows:
Bhai Manpreet Singh Delhi Wale
Bhai Sarabjit Singh Rangila Durg
Wale
Bhai Gagandeep Singh Ganga
Nagar Wale
Bhai Mehtab Singh Jalandar Wale
Bhai Sukhwinder Singh Kangre
Wale
Bhai Bhupinder Singh Ludhiana
Wale
Bhai JaiSardar Singh Delhi Wale
Bhai Ravinder Singh Delhi Wale
Bhai Harpreet Singh Gurdaspur Wale
Bhai Esher Sing Hyderabad Wale

4.3

4.4

Bibi Charanjit Kaur Delhi Wale
Giani Amrik Singh Chandigarh Wale
Bhai Kulwinder Singh Anandpur Sahib
Wale
Bhai JaiSardar Singh Delhi Wale
Bhai Kuldeep Singh Kanpur Wale
Bhai Dya Singh Australia Wale

Bhai Gurnimit Singh Rajrangila
Chardi Kala Jatha
Bhai Jasvir Singh Anandpur Sahib Wale
Bhai Charanjit Singh Anandpur Sahib
Wale
Sabha has released CDs of certain programmes conducted by these Ragis and
Parcharaks for the benefit of those who are unable to attend these programmes. In
addition, Sabha with the Sikh Inside Group also livestreamed these performances
on the internet,
Sabha also organized various kirtan tours throughout the year, covering
Gurdwaras all over Malaysia. This form of Parchaar is meant to reach out to all
corners of the country carrying the message of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji. These
tours were organized at various times during the year. Details of the tours are as
follows:
1. Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji Parkash Dihara Parchaar Tours
Month: August/September 2013
Gurdwaras covered around Malaysia: 37
2. Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji Gurgaddi Dihara Tours
Month: October, 2013 (by Bhai Dya Singh Australia Wale)
Gurdwaras covered around Malaysia: 40
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3. Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji Avtar Dihara Tours
Month: November, 2013
Gurdwaras covered around Malaysia : 33
4. Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji Avtar Dihara Tours
Months: December 2013 & January, 2014
Gurdwaras covered around Malaysia: 29
5. Vaisakhi Tours
Month: March/April 2013
Gurdwaras covered around Malaysia: 62
4.5

These tours would not have been possible without the support and assistance of
all Kirtan Jathas, Parcharaks & Gurdwara Parbandhaks, Sabha extends their
heart-felt appreciation to everyone who made these tours possible.

4.6

As per previous years, Sabha has been invited to jointly organize Samelans in
Singapore, Thailand and Australia. Parchaar teams were assigned to assist in
these Samelans.

5.0

VAISAKHI 2014
5.1
5.1.1

Grand Vaisakhi Event - 2014
This Grant Vaisakhi program was held at the International Youth Centre, Cheras,
Kuala Lumpur from the 3rd to the 6th of April, 2014. The program this year was
graced by numerous famous and prominent Ragi Jathas and Kathakars who gave
their best to mesmerize the sangat with their melodious kirtan and katha. The
turnout from the sangat was overwhelming. The sangat came from as far as
Singapore, Indonesia, India, Thailand and even Australia to attended this grand
event.
Other activities that were organised and which ran concurrently to the Darbar
Program were:-

5.1.2

Balak Kirtan Darbar – Little children from the age of 5 till 12 years were given the
opportunity to do Kirtan and did a fantastic job

5.1.3

Amrit Sanchaar was held on Sunday the 6th April whereby 22 members of the
sangat saw the light and decided to take Amrit.

5.1.4

Children Tea Party – The children tea party was held in the langgar hall. The
children sang songs had quizzes and got goodies bags and also given the
opportunity to meet Super Singh and Super Kaur. All the children had lots of fun
while their parents were listening to the kirtan upstairs

5.1.5

Punjabi Bazaar – Throughout the 4 days, there was a bazaar that was held at the
car park of the Youth Centre. This bazaar was home to many stalls where people
sold many different things like clothes, food (vegetarian burgers & satays) and
different type of Punjabi sweets. The Sabha also opened Shoppe where t-shirts,
cd’s and the live recordings of the event were being sold.

5.1.6
5.1.7

Exhibition : - The Sabha also organised an Exhibition of Sikh Heritage & Culture
.
Honouring Excellent Students : - The Sabha honoured 135 students who did
well in their UPSR, PMR, SPM, STPM & A LEVEL examination in 2013 as all
those with excellent results were given a certificate, a gift and some money.
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5.1.8

Audio & Live Recording : - The Sabha recorded an audio of all kirtan and katha
that was being done in the Darbar Sahib and the CDs were sold to the sangat after
each session. The Sabha also aired the kirtan live on the Sabha webpage and
Sikhinside where it was constantly updated and commented on. This was really
helpful to those who could not make it for the event as they could watch the
program live.

5.1.9

Health Clinic:- About 200 members of the sangat attended a free medical checkup. There were also talks on “Common knee and back conditions of our
community” by Sdr. Rajinder Singh. There were also Eye Screening for infections,
diseases, abnormalities including fundascopy conducted by a team from PPIS.

5.1.10

Blood Donation: - About 82 members of the sangat donate Blood

5.2

The Sabha also organised Vaisakhi programmes in the month of April around
Malaysia.

5.3

The Sabha also organized visits to Welfare Homes, Old Folks Home, Orphanages
and Single mothers home around Malaysia.

5.4

The Sabha also helped out in Blood Donation Drive in various Gurdwaras in
Malaysia.

5.5

The Sabha also organized various Tea Parties and Open Houses around
Malaysia.

5.6

The Sabha also organized Amrit Sanchaar at Gurdwara Sahib Pulapol and
Gurdwara Sahib Tatt Khalsa Diwan, Kuala Lumpur during Vaisakhi.

6.0

SABHA HOUSE
6.1

The administrative centre that houses the office, seminar room, darbar sahib,
Sabha Shoppe, Library, computer and internet centre.

6.2

The Sabha House is where all kind of activities for children, youths and elders are
conducted. It serves as a hub to the Youth and the Sangat from all corners of life.

6.3

Currently on a regular basis we conduct Path & Senthia (Bayee Varan Path
Vichaar) classes every Thursday. We would like to thank Sdr. Manjeet Singh for
conducting this classes and hope to organize soon in other parts of the country.

6.4

We also organise Kirtan Darbar at the Sabha House, programmes & Balak Kirtan
for children.

6.5

Seminars are also hosted and to date we have already had four seminars. For the
interest of school going Naujawans, we also organized education camps at the
Sabha House.

6.6

Monthly Ladies & Enkaurage Programs

6.7

Some of the other activities conducted at Sabha House: Simran Sessions, Talks,
etc.

6.8

We have been constantly reviewing our space constraints and doing renovations
to make Sabha House a better place for all.
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7.0

SNSM Branches

7.1

PERAK Branch
EXCO COMMITTEE MEMBERS 2013/2014
JATHEDAR
MEET-JATHEDAR
MEET-JATHEDAR
SECRETARY
ASSISTANT SECRETARY
TREASURER
ASSISTANT TREASURER
MEMBERS

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Sardar. Dr. Sarabdeep Singh
Sardar. Premjit Kaur
Sardar Sukhvinder Singh
Sardar. Narian Singh
Penji Kavitajit Kaur
Phenji Dr. Amarjeet Kaur
Phenji Kuldip Kaur
Pardip Singh
Avtar Singh
Premjit Kaur
Daaljit Singh
Suwaran Singh
Basant Singh
Gurbhinder Kaur
Jaswinder Singh
Jeswinder Singh
Dhaljit Singh
Sujinder Singh
Harchand Singh
Jagjit Singh

SNSM PERAK BRANCH REPORT (MAY 2013 - JUNE 2014)
The year went by with a good amount of activities as you may see from the table below. Although, we
are perpetually in short of active sewadars, Guruji’s work, with HIS kirpa, sewa never suffered.
1. Members
We were finally able to get a list of Sabha members in Perak which comprised of 907 members.
Majority of the members do not have available address. The status of their subscription is also
uncertain. Most members, I believe are in arrears (according to report from HQ). Steps need to be
taken to update this list at the state level.
The committee would like to humbly request the members to update their subscriptions and also the
addresses.
2. Youth Activities
Throughout the year we have had various types of events conducted to attract youth from different
background. The mainstay has been parchaar through samelans and youth meetings.
Besides that we had several sporting events, cultural events, educational events and a very
successful Punjabi Patsha mela.
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So, by the will and Grace of the Guruji we were able to undertake the following events.
DATE
May
31.05.13 – 2.06.13

June
4.06.13

July
21.07.13

EVENT
.
2nd National Perak Sikh
Youth , Batu Gajah

On 31 May 2013, Gurdwara Sahib Batu
Gajah (Cangkat), Perak welcomed all its
Perak Sikh Youth Camp participants and
sewadars with open arms. The Gurdwara
was decorated with canopy tents, banners
and chendia. The samelan was carried out
during the end of school break which
successfully attracted many participants
between the age of 8 years old up to 18
years old from Selangor and all over Perak
to experience these 4 days of Gurmat
infusion plus great teachings of Sikhism were
portrayed. The main purpose of this camp
was to instil knowledge about Sikhism
among our younger generations, which they
were not aware of before. Sharing the
message from Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji was
one of the greatest key points to be
highlighted and central core of the Samelan.
From lecture sessions to group activities,
everything revolved about the theme shabad.
Looking back at the excitement and
feedbacks from parents and participants we
are affirmative that with Guruji’s kirpa Youth
Camp had a positive impact on the
participants’ daily practice lives as a Gursikh.
What matters most is how parents and the
Batu Gajah Sangat are going to do to sustain
the concepts that our future Sikh generation
has grasped during the Four Gurmat
inspiring days? We need to put our heads
together and workout ongoing Gurmat
activities for our children and our future Sikh
generation. It was not ending of samelan but
beginning of samelan.

Jormela Shaheedi
Semagam

Event was held at the Gurdwara Sahib
Bercham which comprised of kirten & katha
and children’s activities. It was well received
by the sangat.

Youth Kirtan Darbar

Kirtan Darbar was held at Gurdwara Sahib
Taiping.
Program started with Rehraasji followed by
kirten and katha by our local youth and
Sabha jatha. Program ended at 11pm.
I sincerely thank all sewadars ,jathas, Katha
Vachik and GS Taiping Parbandakh
committee and Naujawans for their outmost
corporation and support in the organization
of this event.
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August
25.08.13

AGM, Sabha House Ipoh

October
13.10.13

Sikh Women Seminar

Sikh Women Seminar was held on the 13th
October 2013 at YMCA Ipoh organised by
SNSM Perak Branch. The seminar was
facilitated and coordinated by Penji
SukhSardar Kaur from Penang and 80
women participated from various ages. The
seminar was interactive and participatory, by
engaging the participants to be involved in
every aspect of the activities.
The topics which were discussed and
covered were;
Communications in relationships, Stress
Management,
BSE (Breast self Examination) Awareness
(October is Breast Cancer Awareness
Month), Simran and reflections, Breathing
Techniques and Laughter Therapy, Play
therapy and Reconnecting to your inner
child.
Kirtan Darbar at Gurdwara Sahib Gunung
Rapat. Kirtan done by local youth jatha and
KL.

Youth Kirtan Darbar Gunung
Rapat

Program started with Rehraasji followed by
kirten and katha by our local youth and
Sabha jatha. Program ended at 11pm.
I sincerely thank to all sewadars ,jathas,
Katha Vachik and GS Gunung Rapat
Parbandakh committee for their outmost
corporation and organized this event.

19.10.13

Annual General Meeting,
Branch
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SNSM Perak

November
5.11.13

Mental Health Forum and
Health Camp 2013

Inconjuction with World Mental Health Day
2013, SNSM Perak Branch held a Mental
Health Forum and Health Camp on the 5th
November 2013 at Ashby Road Gurdwara.
The camp was held in recognition to making
mental health awareness a vital importance
to our daily lives as many people have
depression, stress and suicidal thought in
their daily lives. The awareness is to let them
know they are not alone and there is help
available. The camp was attended by 100
people from various walks of lives and race.
We had Professional speakers who spoke on
various topics such as;
Stress Management - Ms. Helvinder Kaur
Senior Lecturer (Specialize in Psychology)
(Royal College of Medicine Perak)
Marriage & Divorce - The Psychology Behind
- Dr. Rajinder Singh Senior Consultant
Psychiatrist, Head of Department of
Psychiatry (Hospital Raja Permaisuri Bainun,
Ipoh)
Depression Management -Dr. Bilbir Kaur
PMP, AMP Senior Consultant Head of
Department of Psychiatry & Mental Health
(Hospital Taiping)
Cancer & Other Illness: How these illnesses
affect our mental health
Ms. SukhSardar Kaur Himmat Support
Group (Penang)
Benefits of OKU Dr. Sarabdeep Singh
Medical OfficerPsychiatry Department
(Hospital Raja Permaisuri Bainun, Ipoh)
Medical Check-up Mr. Kalai & Team Unit
Pendidikan Kesihatan
(Hospital Raja
Permaisuri Bainun, Ipoh)
To end the session we had Laughter
Therapy (Laughter the best medicine) by
Penji SukhSardar Kaur (Penang).
Feedback from those who attended was very
encouraging and some also spoke to our
speakers later on to have personal sessions
on counselling.
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December
14.12.13 - 21.12.13

50th Annual Gurmat
Samelan,
Sek Men Vokasional Port
Dickson

31.12.13
Kirtan Darbar conjuction
with New Year Program

An annual samelan was organized with HQ.
Various activities were arranged including
youth sessions and parents
As always a grand kirten darbar was held in
WGI. on the eve of New Year. Several local
and overseas kirten jathas sang praises of
the Almighty. The finale of the program was
done by our sabha Perak jatha. As usual
there was a large crowd of Sikhs who
annually gather to usher in the new year.

February
08.02.14 – 09.02.14

Sikh Youth Retreat Camp
2014
-Miri Piri & migthies
gathering
-Quiz
-Indoor games
-Counselling Session
-Kirtan Darbar (IPS)

Sikh Youth Retreat Camp was organised by
SNSM (Perak Branch) on 8th and 9th
February at Gurdwara Sahib Taping, Perak.
About 70 participants including sewadars
participated in these 2 days camp. We
started the camp with arambakardas and
hukamnama. After a short briefing, we had
ice-breaking session known as X knows Y by
Ashvin Kaur, and continue by interactive
zone by Pardip Singh Khalsa. At the same
time,
MightiesKhalsawere
having
Ice
Breaking with fun activities with PenjiPremjit
Kaur. After having wonderful lunch prepared
by Taiping Sewadar's, we proceed with
classroom session where we had heart to
heart session with MiriPiri participant's to
help them with any issues they are having in
their daily live.
The main purpose of this camp was to instill
knowledge about Sikhism among our
younger generations, which they were not
aware of before. Sharing the message from
Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji was one of the
greatest key points to be highlighted and
central core of the Samelan. From lecture
sessions to group activities, everything
revolved about the theme shabad. Looking
back at the excitement and feedbacks from
parents and participants we are affirmative
that with Guruji’s kirpa Camp had a positive
impact on the participants’ daily practice lives
as a Gursikh. What matters most is how
parents and the Taiping Sangat are going to
do to sustain the concepts that our future
Sikh generation has grasped during the Four
Gurmat inspiring days? We need to put our
heads together and workout ongoing Gurmat
activities for our children and our future Sikh
generation. It was not ending of samelan but
beginning of Samelan. IPS done by Sardar
Balvinder Singh, Parkash Kirtani Jatha (PKJ)
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April
26.04.14

“Grand Vaisakhi 2014”
Atam Ras Kirtan Darbar
organized by SNSM Perak
Branch held at the
Gurdwara Sahib Greentown,
Ipoh .This event done Bhai
Gurmukh Singh, Bhai
Terlochan singh and Bhai
Kulvinder Singh

In conjunction with the Vaisakhi Gurpurab,
the Sikh Naujawan Sabha Malaysia (Perak
Branch) organized a Atam Ras Kirtan
Darbar, held at the
Gurdwara Sahib
Greentown, Ipoh .This event done Bhai
Gurmukh Singh, Bhai Terlochan singh and
Bhai Kulvinder Singh Ji mesmerizing the
crowd present for the programme. Besides
that, we also had local jathas participate in
this event. The Perak sanggat and the
Committee of Wadda Gurdwara Sahib Ipoh
lead by President Dato’ Amarjit Singh gave
full support and made this event a success.

Vaisakhi Open House
(Perak State)

SNSM Perak involved as organising
committee.
Event was officiated by Menteri Besar Perak
Datuk Seri Diraja Dr. Zambry Abdul Kadir
and was held at the Dataran DBI Ipoh.

27.04.14

3. Other Parchaar activities:
Thursday program in WGI every fortnightly.
4. Welfare Division Report 2013/14 (SNSM Perak):
With Waheguru's Kirpa and Blessings, together with the support from the Sanggat, SNSM Perak
managed to help needy families under this division.
 One family was given a monthly cash aid for ration and other needs.
 We also supported another family by paying the tuition fees of three school going
children.
 On top of that, SNSM Perak also took the initiative to cover the monthly transport (van)
charges to ferry children of two poor families, to attend the Punjabi classes at Guru
Nanak Institution (GNI) every Saturday.
 We also helped two families by giving them a one-off payment when they needed funds
urgently.
We certainly do hope to help more families as and when the need arises. We would like to thank
all donors who contributed towards helping these needy families. May Waheguru's blessings be
always with the Sanggat.
7.2

PENANG Branch
The Penang Branch is responsible for the Parchaar activities in Penang.
1. 3 E CAMP: Enlightening, Enriching and Empowering Programme.
After much deliberation SNSM PG together with the naujawan members of the
Police Gurdwara came up with a novel approach in organizing a 1 day
Samelan / camp, one that was hip and attractive to youths and Sikh children. It
is more like a 1 day Samelan that has been tweaked and rebranded as a 3 E
Camp targeting youths who are 16 years and below (6 – 16 years old). The
name 3 E was chosen to represent / depict the following:a) 3 E means 3 times - We will endeavor to organize the camp for 3 times in a
year so as to ensure that there is continuity of planned programmes to act as
follow ups to our Annual Samelan and Mini Samelan. This allows us to touch
base with our youths to reiterate preceding learning experiences and put
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forth new issues and topics while strengthening our bonds with each other.
b) Ideologically it also meant that 1 key topic affecting youths will be picked
through collective opinion after which appropriate training and learning
activities will be planned. We shall endeavor to ENLIGHTEN them about the
chosen topic by drawing upon Sikh concepts / doctrines, and incorporate
current issues and developments around the world so as to ENRICH their
learning experiences and finally by doing so we hope Sikh youths will be
EMPOWERED through the total experience.
The camp features, IPS, Learning Module, Interactive Media Sessions (Video
clips and discussion) and Workshops. Local jatha’s are often invited to lead in
IPS sessions. Sardarji Kamay, Sardarji Tirlochan and Sardarji Sarjit Singh
Rawang (Sanjay) are amongst those who have been invited so far.
2. YOUTH SAMPORAN SEHAJ PATH 2013
With grace of almighty and after a successful attempt in getting youths to
participate in the Youth Sampuran Sehaj Paath 2013. SNSM with the support
of Police Gurdwara organized the Youth Sampuran Sehaj Paath 2013 from
13.9.2013 – 16.9.2014. Approximately 20 youths participated in doing the
Akandh Path and many others supported in Degh sewa, Langgar sewa and
so on. Youths took 1 hour turns (ROL) each and those who were more
experienced took 2 hours turns (ROL). It has received very good support of
the local sanggat and it has been very encouraging on the whole. Sardarji
Gurmukh and Jatha were invited to do kirten after the completion of the
Akandh Path. Many youths who are capable of doing path are often denied the
opportunity to part take in the Akandh Path on the premise that their speed is
slow and they have no experience. We hope that this is will become a platform
for youths to gain the experience of doing Akandh Path and also for the
sanggat to see for themselves that youths are indeed capable of doing so and
should be given a chance. We also hope that this will encourage more children
to complete their path and participate in such Akandh Path programmes in the
future.
3. NEW YEARS EVE KIRTAN DARBAR 31ST DECEMBER 2013
As with every year, the SNSM PG in collaboration with the Wadda Gurdwara
Sahib Pg organized the New Year’s Eve kirtan darbar to seek guruji’s
blessing in ushering the new year 2014. As always, local jathe’s took turns to
do kirten with the final ardass done at 12.00am sharp.
4. JAPJI SAHIB JAAP (Continuous Recitation of Japji Sahib)
This time, based on the collective opinion of all members, we decided to
organize a one night special programme of continuously reciting Japji Sahib.
These session was organized several times in the Police Gurdwara started
at 7.00 pm and ended at 7.00 am. Once again many youths came together
and took turns of 30 minutes in groups of three.
5. PENANG YOUTH RETREAT @ KHALSA LAND, KUALA KUBU BARU.
Having heard so much from our Sikh Naujawan counterparts in KL, Klang
and Ipoh about the adventures at the Khalsa Land in Kuala Kubu Baru, the
Penang Naujawans geared themselves up for an adventure of their lifetime.
One bus load of participants and Sewadars from Penang converged on the
Khalsa Land for a 2 day 1 night retreat on the 27th and 28th of December,
2013. After meandering through the KKB town and finding our way, we
touched down at about 12.30am and immediately were broken into groups
and assigned into our container camps. The idea of sleeping in a container
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certainly caught everyone’s attention, but once we got in we were completely
awed with the set-up. There were 6 bedded containers and 12 bedded
containers equipped with air conditioners and lockers to store our stuff.
Pretty conducive for a camp much like the summer camp type set-ups you
would see in many western movies. The first day of the camp began with
Japji Sahib in the Darbar Sahib after which we all proceeded for breakfast.
Before starting out our activities we were given a short briefing about the
grounds, the surrounding area as well as details about the whole project by
our resident Warden Sardar Sarjit Singh ji. That was when we actually saw
the entire place and were completely blown away by the tranquility and the
natural surroundings as the winds carrying cool morning mist blew towards
us. At 9.00am sharp Sardarji Gurnam or Brother G as he is known and his
team of 3 trainers took us on and gave us a short briefing for all the planned
activities for the next two days. We were given a 1 hour of ice – breaking
and after all the ”gedeba-gedebu” as Brother G likes to put it – we started
with the hiking activity up “Naam Hill” located just beside our campsite. After
a treacherous 3 hour hike we reached up the hill and had the rare privilege
of witnessing Brother G and his team mount a “signboard” reading Naam Hill
on one of the Tree’s at the peak and off-course got the whole moment
captured in our handphones so we could have the bragging rights. The next
half of the day saw everyone taking part in the “flying fox” activity. Everyone
screamed on top of their lungs as the glided down the cable. Seeing the
excitement of all the naujawans our Langgar Sewadars mainly senior
Auntyji’s and Uncleji’s from Penang also joined in to experience the thrill
ride. Brother G said that it was the first time Aunties in their early and late
50’s actually took part in the “flying fox” in all these years. After wash up, we
had Rehrass and a short inspirational session on nature and God’s creation
and how we as Sikhs can do our part in preserving the Environment. After
dinner, we had some fun activities and Kirtan antakhshiri and a “bomb ganda
bomb” with a twist. We were broken into groups an assigned very difficult
words in Punjabi for animals such as Kanakchura (centipede), Kachukuma
(tortoise), “Kekrre” (Crabs) and so on. It was so much fun really. The next
morning after the morning grind, we did the lower rope activities followed by
gotong – royong of the grounds. After an early lunch we left the grounds at
12.00pm and stopped by two gurdwara’s namely KKB Gurdwara Sahib and
Kalumpang Gurdwara Sahib enroute to Penang to experience the local
community and the history surrounding the gurdwara. We were greeted with
so much of love and affection and learnt much about the history of the Sikhs
and the Gurdwara. One the whole the youth retreat to the Khalsa Land was
surely an adventure to remember.
6. 23rd Penang Mini Samelan “Babania Kahania Put Saput Karen”
The Penang Mini Samelan 2014 was back in the Penang Island after 2 years
of it being held in Butterworth Gurdwara Sahib. Dubbed the CNY (Chinese
New Year) Samelan, it was held at the Wadda Gurdwara Sahib Penang from
the 31st of January till the 2nd of February, 2014. This year marks the 23rd
year the Penang Mini Samelan has been organized with the first Mini
Samelan being held in 1991. A total of 112 participants and 52 sewadars
attended the samelan. The theme shabad this time around was “Babania
Kahania Put Saput Karen” so as to take everyone back to the roots of Sikhi
from which the Sikhi tree has grown today. All our IPS, learning modules and
activities were aligned to our theme Shabad – in order to connect all of us to
our 10 Guru’s, while simultaneously reinforcing Sikhi imperatives. We had 5
lecture modules and 6 IPS sessions to cover all our topics in an orderly
fashion. In the night, after our IPS sessions we had a special session entitled
“Chardikala” session focusing on social issues and current developments
and its effects on our lives. Sardar Ji Hardip Singh one of our senior
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sewadars, who has been living in the USA for more than 25 years conducted
one of the chardikala sessions. He shared with us his personal experiences
as to how he dealt with all the challenges, difficulties and despite all odds
kept his Sikhi intact in the spirit of Chardikala. The session was very
interactive with the participants asking many questions which obviously went
way beyond the time allocated. As for the second chardikala session, we
had Sardarji Roshan taking the participants through the ill effects of tobacco,
alcohol and different types of easily available designer drugs and how all of
these are affecting the society and the Sikh youth today. We also had
Sewadars from the Klang Valley who came to add value and compliment all
efforts of the Sewadars of Penang in achieving the Samelan objectives.
They included Sardarji Ajitpal Klang, Sardarji Ajit, Sardarji Mandave, Penji
Gurleen and Penji Rupinder. They were all involved in the learning modules
as well as IPS sessions. Sardarji Mandave really gave the mighty khalsa a
good dose to remember as they were all laughing, singing and enjoying his
sessions while Sardarji Ajitpal of Klang took on the Miri Piri (Group A and B)
and also conducted an IPS session together with Penji Rupinder who did the
kirtan in her mesmerizing and captivating voice. Sardarji Ajitpal Klang shared
with everyone an interesting fable to illustrate how we keep our Guru as the
focus of our lives. We also had Sardarji’s from Niketan who came in to
conduct the IPS and learning modules on the first night and second morning.
We had Sardarji Sarabjit Singh (aka Sardarji Sher), Sardarji Tirlochan Singh
and Sardarji Charanbeer Singh. Sardarji Charanbeer had a special sing
along session with the mighties on the morning of the second day and the
Mighties. The morning aerobics, were surely a lot of fun with Penji Trihvin,
Penji Pearl and Dr. Manmeet who got their “wiggly – wiggly” moves going
with the participants and sewadars alike. This time around, the Samelan was
organized by relatively a much younger team who came together and with
the guidance of senior sewadars prepared the topics, learning modules,
group dynamic activities and all the night sessions. It was really a youth
driven Samelan - one that is by the youths for the youths.
7. Rehensebhai Kirtan Darbar @ Police Gurdwara Sahib Penang.
After almost a decade, the SNSM Penang, organized a Rehensebhai Kirtan
Darbar on 22nd/ 23rd of February from 6.00pm till 6.00am. We had so many
Jathe’s from Penang and other states that one Jatha was only allocated 15
minutes time per slot. Come midnight, we had the stalwarts of Malaysian
Kirtan, Sardarji Gurmukh, Sardarji Tirlochan Singh and Sardarji Kamay
coming together for a 1 hour 30 minutes of kirtan. Not forgetting, Phenji
Harjinder Kaur who mesmerized the sanggat with sweet and captivating
voice. They had the sanggat completely entrenched in the Shabad Guru. At
4.30am, we began the Asa Ki Vaar which was led by all the Naujawan of
Penang and by 6.00am we completed the rehensebhai programme. We
were apprehensive at first about the turn out but to our surprise and with the
grace of waheguru had the majority of the sanggat glued till about 2.00am.
We still had quite a force when we completed the programme at 6.00am.
This surely is an indication that more rehensebhai needs to be organized in
Penang and other states of Malaysia so as to revive and rekindle our past
traditions and Sikhi values amongst the sanggat in line with the shabad
“Kaljug Meh Kirtan Pardana”.

7.3

JOHOR Branch
Jathedar
Meet Jathedar
Secretary

:
:
:

Dr Sarjit Singh
Gurdip Singh
Manjeet Singh
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Asst. Secretary
Treasurer
Asst. Treasurer
Comm. Members

:
:
:
:

Resham Singh
Savaranjit Singh
Jagdev Singh
Ajeet Singh
Mohinder Singh
Bulwant Singh
Hardip Singh
Bhagat Singh

Sewadars/Granthi Ji

:

Giani Paramjit Singh

The Sabha House
Located at 16, Jalan Pertawai, Taman Johor, 81200 Johor Bahru , Sabha House is
strategically located 100m away from Jalan Skudai. It has 7 rooms and is catered for
Darbar Sahib, an office, Giani Ji’s quarters, Guest Room, Computer room, Gym room and
Library. Extension for cooking area and 2 external toilets.
Regular Activities
Weekly Satsangs
Held on Friday/Sundays from 5.30pm-7.30pm. A venue for children learning kirtan to
perform. Occasionally Sukhmani Sahib Path is also done as per request for sponsoring
family.
Gurmat Sangeet Classes
Daily Gurmat Sangeet (waja & Tabla) classes for beginners is thought by Giani
Paramjit Singh. Currently there are 15 students.
Weekly Gurbani Classes
With the Joint effort of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji Academy the Johor Branch
started Gurbani classes on Sundays. Currently 20 students are attending the
Gurbani Sentiya Classes and 30 students are in the Learning Gurbani Clasess.
Daily Gurbani Classes
The Center has started the Daily Gurbani Clases. This One to One Session covers
indepth understanding of Sri Gur Granth Sahib Ji while focusing on pronunciation
and vocabulary.
Kirtan Darbars
Various Ragi Jathas were sent by Sabha HQ for the entire year. This jathas are
sent to all Gurdwaras in Johor.
Special Programmes
April 14th Vaisakhi Celebration
Vaisakhi Celebration started with Nishan Sahib Selami followed by Kirtan Katha and
fireworks. The programme was handled by the youths.
The Center takes this opportunity to thank the following for the support rendered for the
success of the Branch:Sangat of Johor Bahru
Jathedar & Exco Members of Sikh Naujawan Sabha Malaysia.
President & Members of Gurdwara Sahib Johor Bahru.
Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji Academy, Kuala Lumpur.
Dato Harjit Singh Dhaliwal of Gurtaj Foundation
All Ragis & Parcharaks
Dedicated Sewadars
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7.4

NEGERI SEMBILAN Branch
7.4.1
The Exco Members for SNSM Negri Sembilan Branch are as follows:
Jathedar:
Meet Jathedars:
Secretary:
Treasurer:

Sardar Balbir Singh
Sardar Harmit Singh & Sardarni Surinder Kaur
Sardar Harbindar Singh
Sardar Taranjeet Singh

The branch has organized the following activities successfully, with the
corporation of GS Seremban.

Weekly Satsang

Children’s Games

Children’s Competitions
Assisting with the Punjabi School (PEC)

7.5

7.4.2

The Negeri Sembilan Branch also organized various satsangs and Kirtan
Darbars during the year at Gurdwara Sahib Mantin, Gurdwara Sahib Port
Dickson, Gurdwara Sahib Kuala Pilah and Gurdwara Sahib Jelebu.

7.4.8

The Negeri Sembilan Branch was privileged to help in the organizing of the 50th
Annual Gurmat Parchaar Samelan in Port Dickson, in December, 2013.

KEDAH Branch
Kedah Branch
Exco Members
Jathedar
: Bhuvinder Singh (Sungai Petani)
Meet Jathedar
1 : Sardar Tarsame Singh (Sungai Petani)
Meet Jathedar
2 : Sardarni Kashminder Kaur (Sungai Petani)
Secreatry
: Sardar Hardip Singh (Sungai Petani)
Asst. Secretary
: Sardarni Paremjit Kaur (Sungai Petani)
Treasurer
: Sardar Suakwinder Singh (Sungai Petani)
Asst. Treasurer
: Sardarni Nasip Kaur (Sungai Petani)
Committee Members:
1) Sardar Gurcharan Singh (Sungai Petani)
2) Sardar Akbal Singh (Sungai Petani)
3) Sardarni Naginder Kaur (Kangar)
4) Sardarni Balbir Kaur (Kulim)
5) Sardarni Sarjit Kaur (Kulim)
6) Sardarni Harjit Kaur (Sungai Petani)
7) Sardarni Gurmeet Kaur (Kangar)
8) Sardarni Sarabjit Kaur (Alor Setar)
9) Sardar Darshan Singh (Alor Setar)
10) Sardarni Jaspreet Kaur (Sungai Petani)
11) Sardarni Kanvel Kaur (Sungai Petani)
12) Sardar Satbir Singh (AIMST)
Auditors: 1) Sardar Balvinder Singh (Sungai Petani)
2) Sardar Ranjit Singh (Sungai Petani)
Activities and Programmes
JUNE 2013
Katha on Salok Mahla 9
4 days Katha on ”LAVAA”. Kathakar Bhai Satnam Singh Chander give katha on
this topic in Gurduara Sahib Sungai Petani.
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Khalsa Land Opening ceremony & Parkash Dihara of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji
The Sangat with jointly celebrated the opening ceremony of Khalsa Land and
Parkash Dihara of Sri Guru Granth Sahib in Kuala Kubu Baru Land.
OCTOBER 2013
EDUCATION CAMP
1 day camp at Wadda Gurduara Sahib Penang. Send student to attend the
Seminar for education organized by Wadda Gurdwara Sahib Penang
Parbandak.
Kirtan & Katha Tour by Bhai Dya Singh
Jointly organize with Gurdwaras in Kedah for the Kirtan & Katha Tour By Bhai
Dya Singh with the help of Headquarters.
DECEMEBR 2013
Gurmat Annual Samelan 2013
This year there were more than 15 participants took part in Annual Gurmat
Samelan in Port Dickson.
JANUARY 2014
Penang Mini Samelan 2014
Joint hand together with SNSM Penang to organize Samelan during Chinese
New Year
APRIL 2014
Turban Day
Celebrated Turban day on 13 April At Gurduara Sahib where all the Sangat
wear colourful turbans.
7.6

SABAH Branch
7.6.1.

The following Office bearers were unanimously elected:Jathedar
: Sdr. Pritam Singh
Meet Jathedar
: Sdr. Baldev Singh
Sewak
: Sdr. Molhan Singh Babra
Meet Sewak
: Sardarni Herjit Kaur
Khazanchi
: Sdr. Ramjeet K. Ramdas
Meet Khazanchi
: Sardarni Amarjit Kaur
Committee Members
: Sdr. Lt. Gurbachan Singh
Sdr. Hanil Raj Singh
Sdr. Blanant Singh
Sardarni Ramaya K. Ramdas
Sdr. Darshan Singh
Sdr. Papinder Singh
Sdr. Naranjit Singh
Sardarni Balvinder Kaur
S. Ramtan Praser

7.6.2

Sabah Branch continues to be actively involved in coordinating naujawan
activities in Sabah. Activities that were carried out from June 2013 to May 2014
are as follows:

7.6.3

1. Naujawan Satsang - Monthly
2. Mini Samelan – November 2013 and May / June 2014
3. Vasakhi Celebration – Gurbani Recitation Competition, Turban Tying
Competition, Chapatti (Roti) making completion and Games – April 2014
The Central Body continues to support the Mini Samelans by sending
coordinators and facilitators to facilitate the activities.
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7.6.4

8.0
8.1

We would wish to express our sincere appreciation to the Sadhsangat for their
contribution in Sewa and donations and also the Kinabalu Singh Sabha
Association (Management Committee of Gurdwara Sahib)
Amrit Sanchaar
The Amrit Sanchaar jatha has been active throughout the year in their
organization and sewa. This jatha conducted Amrit Sanchaar programs at the
major Sabha functions and Gurdwaras around the country, by request.

8.2

The jatha has prepared Khenday Baatey da Amrit at the following locations
throughout the country and overseas:

Port Dickson

Kampar

Grand Vaisakhi Event, Cheras, K.L.

Gurdwara Sahib Pulapol

Tatt Khalsa Diwan, Kuala Lumpur

Malacca

Port Klang

8.3

The jatha upholds and practices the Panthic Maryada approved by the Sri Akaal
Thakat Sahib.
Sabha Hostel
The Sabha Hostel currently caters for 10 students and working adults. It is
managed by a resident warden who stays in the hostel with his family. Some
welfare cases have been allowed to stay at the hostel without charges.

9.0

10.0
10.1

10.2

11.0
11.1

Sabha Shoppe
The Sabha Shoppe is the Sangat’s one-stop resource center for Sikhi-related
materials such as Gurbani Cd’s, musical instruments (wajas, tablas, dhols,
dholki), Kakkars, Sikhi books and Gutkas. The Shoppe is also present at major
functions such as Grand Vaisakhi Event in Cheras, Kuala Lumpur, Sant Sohan
Singh Ji’s memorial program in Malacca, in Gurdwaras and Annual & Mini
Samelans.
The Shoppe has also released various new recordings this year of Ragis and
Kathakars. With our reasonable priced CDs, Sabha is hoping to reach every
Sikh household with these Parchaar materials.
Publication Division
This division is responsible for the dissemination of Parchaar messages via The
Sikh, the Sabha’s flagship publication. The Sabha printed 3 copies of The Sikh
with one special issue covering 50 years of the Sabha Annual Gurmat Parchaar
Samelans.

11.2

All e-copies of the magazine were uploaded in the Sabha website and
issuu.com, a publication sharing portal.

11.3

The 4th Publication of the The Sikh which was due in June 2014 was put on hold
due to financial constraints. Our annual grant from the federal government did
not happen this year.

11.4

This division is also responsible for the publication of all printed Parchaar
material for the Annual & Mini Samelans, as well as other Sabha’s promotional
materials. We also printed Gutke for the samelan.
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11.5

The Sabha also printed and distributed a book by the Late Master Gurmukh
Singh Jassal “Sikhism based on Gurbani”.

11.6

Nitnem Gutkay with both the gurmukhi and romanised scripts with bisraams.
This was to facilitate correct pronunciation, pauses and emphasis. This was the
main material used during the nitnem sessions and learning modules. They are
alos used for mini-samelans.

12.0
12.1

12.2

12.3

Fellowship Division
This division was formed in 1991 to foster unity and friendship amongst Sikh
youth. The objective of this division is to organize activities for our youth, who
are an integral part of our community. The Fellowship Camp organized annually
at GS Tanah Rata, Cameron Highlands during the Chinese New Year holidays
is the main event of this division. This event has seen a growth in recent years
and is focused on Sikhi as well as non-Sikhi related issues
Participants this year enjoyed the fruits of knowledge from well qualified people.
Some of the main topics of discussion were paradigm shifts and expectations of
life partners. The topics took an unexpected shift as the participants were
separated into teams of boys and girls to finally learn the truth about what truly
vexes boys and girls about their opposing gender.
The Amazing Race took precedence in all the hearts of the participants as that
is what got them all united under the fellowship banner. It got their twisted their
minds and got them to exert their physical prowess this year with many activities
such as climbing on monkey bars.

12.4

The Fellowship Camp this year received many excellent feedback from it’s
participants. Many of them would be implemented in order for the camp to gain
popularity among the youths.

12.5

The Fellowship Division believes that the development of enlightened and
progressive Sikh youths can be made possible by its formation. Our work,
efforts and achievements stand as a testament to our faith in this mission.

12.6

The Fellowship Division is also an avenue for networking between
College/Universities students to establish and nurture a meaningful relationship
and dialogues – be it social, cultural or spiritual and to promote harmony,
understanding and most importantly, unity under a common platform.
The division is also active online on interactive websites such as facebook. It
even has its very own website which is accessible through the Sabha website.

12.7

12.8

This division is also an avenue for networking between College/Universities
students to establish and nurture a meaningful relationship and dialogues – be it
social, cultural or spiritual and to promote harmony, understanding and most
importantly, unity under a common platform.
Fellowship Camp – 8th – 11th August, 2013 - The members decide to have
another camp during the Hari Raya Holidays in August, 2012. About 80
participants participated at Sabha Camp Site at Khalsa Land, Kuala Kubu Baru
Throughout the 4 days, there were many activities (both religious and otherwise)
from Kirtan/katha sessions, quizzes to talks on Sikhi. The talks and sessions
took into account the experiences of the youth and most of the topics chosen
were well explained.The outdoor activities that was lined were High ropes
obstacles to the flying fox, were not only fun, but also tested the participants
physically, mentally and emotionally. We were also had privilege of having
Indian Ideal Star Bhai Devender Pal Singh performing Gurbani Kirtan.
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12.9

Fellowship Camp – 31st January to 3rd February, 2014. This was the 30th year
of Fellowship. About over 150 campers signing themselves up for a weekend
filled with talks, games, delicious food, inspiring kirtan, group dynamics and of
course the much-anticipated Amazing Race. The campers were divided into
five groups. After the mandatory ice-breaking sessions within each group, the
campers were given a task – to come up with a song that showcased their
group. There were an abundance of talent and the judges upped the ante by
posing questions and drawing out their best.

12.10.1

Exciting activities lined up daily for the campers. This included character
building, team spirit, intellectual discourse, spiritual enlightening and all-round
fun. The precious time the campers had bonding among themselves reminded
us, the seniors of that spirit of brotherhood we had over the years.

12.10.2

It doesn’t matter who you are, where you’re from or what you do; nobody judges
you or makes you feel alienated. Instead you’re accepted with open arms and
taken care of. Even the smallest sneeze will have a few people asking you if
you’re ok of if you need any medication. Simply put, the Fellowship Camp
experience will be PRICELESS.

12.10.3

The activities carried out in these camp were practical, applicable and truly took
into account the concerns and lifestyle of today’s youth.

12.10.4

One of the most important aspects of the Fellowship Camp, is to engage the
youth on their own territory. It is without doubt that everyone had differing view
on many things but these were4 all shared in an open and supportive
Environment where few were shy in sharing their perspective and accepting the
differing views and opinions of others. This kind of environment is extremely
inspiring in getting youths to delve deeper into themselves and Sikhs and to
create long lasting roots in the Sikh Community.

12.10.5

The members send volunteers to assist with the weekly sewa performed in the
General Hospital Kuala Lumpur.

13.0
13.1

50th Annual Gurmat Parchaar Samelan@ SM Teknik, Port Dickson
(December 14th to 21st )
The 50th Annual Gurmat Parchaar Samelan 2013 was held in Port Dickson in
commemoration with the 50th Anniversary of Annual Gurmat Samelan. It was
certainly a memorable one as it marked Sabha’s 50th year of serving the Sikh
community. This cool, breezy and laid back town set the tone for what was to
become a fun-filled week for all participants and sewadars. There were 1000
participants and about 250 sewadars at the Samelan. Given its importance as
our 50th anniversary milestone, Sabha made this Samelan extra special by
extending it for an additional day.

13.2

For many the, Samelan was seen to have started on the 13th of December but
the sewadars preparing for it started many months ahead working on learning
modules, activities etc., The sewadars were already at the school as early as
the 10th of December to make sure the participants don’t miss their comfortable
homes.

13.3

The roar of 50 bikes and firework displays marked the grand arrival of Guru
Maharaj as the sangat showered their love in welcoming Guru Maharaj to the
Samelan ground together with fireworks. From the Nishan Sahib Selami, the
congregation moved towards the Main Darbar to witness the parkash of Sri
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Guru Granth Sahib and officially commemorate the opening of the 50th Annual
Gurmat Parchaar Samelan.
13.4

After the conclusion of the speeches followed by Rehraas, we introduced the
Samelan’s Theme Shabad. The first day was spent with a series of Ice Breakers
designed to allow the participants to get to know one another.

13.5

The rest of the week was a fixed schedule of Inspiration Sessions (IPS),
Learning Modules and Group Activities, morning Nitnem sessions and the
langgar breaks. The IPS was, a great success with many looking forward to
hear the kirtan and it was a spiritually uplifting experience for many.

13.6

The 2013 Samelan included another highlight - recognizing the 1st Samelan’s
inaugural attendeed, past Jathedars and sewadars who made Sabha what it is
today. These wonderful souls gave a large portion of their time, money and
precious knowledge to the service of the panth.

13.7

A special magazine highlighting Sabha past history and its origins was offered to
each participant and sewadar.

13.8

In every Samelan, we will always have the good and bad but at the end; it’s
fulfilling to see participants leave with a little more wisdom and many more
friends. This has always been the aim of all Samelans. Educating the youth and
giving them a sense of belonging in this vibrant and colourful community. The
importance of having a community which supports cannot be discounted in this
day and age and this is where these Samelans truly serve their purpose.

13.9

It is without a doubt that this Samelan was a huge success and under the
stewardship of SNSM, we are always grateful that such an interest has been
taken in educating and making the Sikh youth a force to be reckoned with in this
complicated world.

14.0
14.1

Holla Mahalla Games 2014
More than 1,000 Naujawans participated in The 15th Holla Mahala Games of
2014. There were 25 teams from all over the country in this three day event over
two weekends.

14.2

The event saw Pulapol emerge the overall champions, while Tatt Khalsa Diwan
and Subang were first and second runners-up.

14.3

The series kicked off on March 16 with badmintion and futsal with participation
of naujawans in the Under 12, Under 16 and Under 21 categories.

14.4

14.5

The track and field and Kabaddi events held on March 22 at Kampung Pandan
Sports Complex. Team Pulapol make a mark at the top of the chart..
The Soccer, Netball, Hockey, Darom, Scrabble, Chess, Checkers and Arm
Wrestling were held at Club Aman on March 23rd. There was Telematches for
the younger children. This annual games has grown from a regional games
(Klang Valley) to a national event.
The quality of the games have improved. It was a joy to watch the games and
we are hoping that more teams join in the future.

14.6
14.7

We would to thank the Management Committee of Club Aman for allowing the
use of their premises and making the club alcohol free on that day. We also like
to thank the Management Committee of Wadda Gurdwara Sahib Kampung
Pandan for sponsoring the Langgar.
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15.0
15.1

OMG – (Oh My Guru)
The Oh My Guru (OMG) Naujawans have had a very eventful year filled with
activities, some of which were new and some activities that are fast becoming
OMG trademarks.
NAUJAWAN SEHEJ PAATH 2013
The Naujawan Sehej Paath was held on 21 September 2013 and 22 September
2013. This event kicked off at 6 pm on 21 September with Kirtani Rehraas
followed by the recitation of the final 200 pages of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji at
6.30 pm. The Paath Da Bhog was performed at 8 am on 22 September.
Consequently, the naujawans performed Kirtan at 9 am the same day and
thereafter Semapathi was done. It was a fruitful event where the naujawans got
the opportunity to do the Sewa of Guru Maharaj themselves. It is hoped that
more such events will be conducted in the years to come.
MUHIBBAH WALK 2013
Muhibbah Walk was held on 5 October 2013 in Padang Timur, Petaling Jaya.
This event was organised by The Movement, with Oh My Guru (a support youth
program under Sikh Naujawan Sabha Malaysia) and Rakan Muda being its coorganisers. This event was launched by Tan Sri Joseph Kurup, Minister in the
Prime Minister’s Department. The theme of this event was ‘Faces Without
Races’. It was attended by participants from all over Malaysia. The event kicked
off with a peace walk of 5 km around Padang Timur, Petaling Jaya. After the
walk, the crowd was entertained by famous musicians from all over Malaysia.
Among the performers were the Sri Dasmesh Pipes and Drums Band, Altimet,
and the Diplomats of Drums.
PMR GETAWAY 2013
This event was held on the weekend of 22, 23, and 24 November 2013 in
Gurdwara Sahib Ulu Yam Bharu. It is conducted specifically for the youths aged
between 14 to 16 with the target group being the youths who just completed
their PMR examinations and needed a short getaway holiday. The purpose of
this event is to instill and improve awareness and identity, develop talents and
potential, and contribute to the realization of dreams and aspirations.
BHAI MARDANA SANGEET FESTIVAL 2013
This event was held within a period of 3 days from 29 November 2013 to 1
December 2013 in Temple of Fine Arts and Gurdwara Sahib Klang. This festival
is a prestigious celebration of local and regional talent where non-professional
youth jatheys commemorate the greatest gift granted by our Gurus which is to
be able to sing the Glorious Praises of the Almighty in the Holy Saadh Sangat. It
was held with the collaboration of Temple of Fine Arts and Gurdwara Sahib
Klang and the support of the Sangat from all over Malaysia.
On 29 November 2013, the indoor festival was held in Temple of Fine Arts. The
event kicked off with the beautiful voices of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji Gurmat
Sangeet Academy students who rendered the famous shabads of Dhan Guru
Nanak Dev Ji with so much of love. This was followed by the performance by
the Tabla Maestros, our very own young n talented tabla players who often
perform with local and international kirtani jatheys. Among other performers
were Amrita Kaur and Asees Kaur, and a Fusion Finale by local youths.
The Rehensbhai Kirtan Darbaar was held in Gurdwara Sahib Klang from 4 pm
on 30 November 2013 to 9 am on 1 December 2013. There were 30 nonprofessional youth jatheys from Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, and New
Zealand. Adjacently, there were food stalls that were opened to the Sangat at
midnight in the langgar hall area of the gurdwara. The local sangat of Klang was
quite receptive to the idea of Rehensbhai Kirtan as some of them stayed up the
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whole night to hear the Glorious Praises of Guru Ji.
UPCOMING EVENTS
For the second half of 2014, OMG would be organising Chardikala Run 2014,
followed by Bhai Mardana Sangeet Festival 2014 and Smiles Day 2014. We
look forward to see you there.
16.0
16.1

Sabha Camp Site @ Khalsa Land, Kuala Kubu Baru
The Khalsa Land at KKB, a 20 acre site that was purchased by SNSM in 2002
had its Grand Opening Ceremony on 1st June 2013. Today the Khalsa Land
has various facilities for sports, games, team building, jungle trekking and
outdoor camping. For Gurmat Parchar, the site boasts of a Darbar Sahib, MultiPurpose Hall, Seminar Rooms, Kitchen, Bathrooms, Toilets and
Accommodation Facilities (air-conditioned cabins) that can cater for up to 200
participants.

16.2

To maintain and managed this site, the monthly expenses come to between
RM15K to RM20K. Regular visits by ISC Team are made to help maintain the
site especially the trees, grounds and football field. We hope that more
programs and camps can be organised by the Sikh Sangat and Sikh
Organisations so that the occupancy rate can be improved and monthly costs
can be covered.

16.3

Gurpurbs are regularly celebrated with the Sikh Sangat of KKB and
neighbouring towns, i.e. Rasa, Kalumpang and Bukit Beruntong. Giani Lakhbir
Singh and Sdr. Inderjit Singh help in the Kirtan for the programs. Punjabi
School has been started and classes are held every Sunday evenings.
Currently, there are 35 students who attend these classes. We also have
regular visits from neighbouring areas and those travelling from KL northwards
and from the north on their way south.

16.4

Key events organised from July 2013 to June 2014 are as below:

16.4.1



Rawang / Ulu Selangor Punjabi Education Centre (PEC) Camp.
A four days/three nights Samelan from Thursday 25 to Sun 28 July 2013
was held. There were a total of 80 participants and about 30 sevadars
from Ulu Selangor and Shah Alam.
IPS sessions were led by Giani Lakhbir Singh and Sardar Kamey and
lectures for class room sessions were led by team headed by Sdr.
Inderjeet Singh Rawang. The participants not only had indoor sessions
but also outdoor team activities and jungle trekking. They were also
treated to a Gatka demonstration by the visiting Gatka Team from India.

16.4.2



Fellowship Camp was organised over the Hari Raya Holidays from
Friday 8 to Sunday 11 August 2013. Sdr. Malkith Singh briefed the
Sevadars and participants that this camp which is organised by SNSM
twice a year at Cameron Highlands will now be an annual event at KKB
and the second camp will be in Cameron Highlands. A total of about 80
participants attended the camp. The participants were upbeat on the
outdoor activities especially the Flying Fox and high rope challenges.

16.4.3



Youths from Klang and Seremban had a gathering from 15 to 17 August
2013. For many of the participants from Klang, it was their second visit
as they had visited the site in 2012. They had a dedicated group of
Sevadars and helped in all aspects of seva. There were about 68
participants and Sevadars

16.4.4



SWAN organised a camp - Swan Sirjana - for ladies from 30 August to 1
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September 2013, which was attended by more than 30 participants and
sewadars. Spiritual and health sessions were conducted mainly in the
classrooms. The participants were very appreciative of the warm
welcome and good facilities.
16.4.5



Discovery Camp was organised at the Camp Site from 6 to 8 September
2013. This camp was aimed at participants between the ages of 7 to 11.
Team work projects and lively group discussions were held during the
Camp.

16.4.6



The OMG Gathering took place from evening Saturday 21 to Sunday, 22
September 2013. The participants spent most of their time reciting and
listening to Gurbani. It was great to see our Naujawans’ commitment
and faith in Gurbani as they completed the Sahej Paath by reciting the
last few pages of Sri Guru Granth Sahib from 7.00 pm on Saturday to
8.00 am on Sunday (throughout the night) followed by Kirtan and
Semapati. About 35 Naujawans participated in the gathering.

16.4.7



On Sunday 29 September 2013, a group of Gurpuri students visited the
Camp Site. About 75 students and sevadars participated in the one-day
program. Various activities in the class rooms as well as in the field were
held. The students and sevadars also helped in planting trees at the
Camp Site.

16.4.8



About 50 participants arrived on Sunday evening after attending a Naam
Sadhna Camp which was organised at Fraser Hill. Many were first time
visitors to the Khalsa Land. They were briefed by Sdr. Malkith Singh on
the facilities and the future plans at the Site.

16.4.9



Jodh mela programs for the month of October 2013 were held as follows:
- Wednesday 9 October, evening jodh mela to celebrate Parkash of Sri
Guru Ram Das Ji. The nearby Sangat fully participated in the
programme.
- Tuesday, 15 October, being a public holiday, an evening programme
was held.
- Sunday 20 October, a Gurgaddi Diharra programme was held in the
evening. There was a good turnout by the local sangat, with Kirtan,
cake cutting, and fireworks display taking place to celebrate the
occasion.
- Tuesday 29 October, an evening jodh mela by Bhai Dya Singh and
Jatha was held. This was the last programme by the jatha after
having organising a month-long programme throughout Malaysia.

16.5

16.6

Most of the programmes were well attended and the local sangat
appreciated the efforts taken by Sabha. Our sincere thanks to Giani Lakhbir
Singh Ji and Sdr. Inderjit Singh Ji for their support and participation in
Kirtan/Katha for the above programmes.


On 25 December 2013, being a public holiday (Christmas Day), 55 fruit
trees were planted at the Khalsa Land. Sdr. Amarjit Singh, Sdr. Gian
Singh and Sdr. Harnarinder Singh (Harry) together with the Camp Site
sewadars helped with the planting of Mango, Ciku, Nangka and Mata
Kuching trees. These trees will provide shade as well as fruits to the
Sangat and campers in the coming years.
Prior to the tree planting on 25 December. Sdr. Amarjit Singh, Sdr. Gian
Singh, Sdr. Dalbir Singh, Sdr. Harnarinder Singh, Sdr. Col (Rtd) Mohan
Singh, Sdr. Jeevan Singh and Bibi Raminder Kaur met at the Khalsa
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Land to discuss on the type of trees to be planted and the location for the
different varieties.
16.7



Punjabi Education Centre (PEC Khalsa Land, KKB) was started on the
auspicious occasion of Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji’s Avtaar on 5 January,
2014. Jathedar Sdr. Pavandeep Singh, Meet Jathedar Sdr. Balbinder
Singh, Honorary Secretary, Sdr. Malkith Singh and Sdr. Belbir Singh
Honorary Secretary of PETS officiated at the Opening Ceremony.
The students are mainly from KKB and the adjoining towns, Rasa, Bukit
Beruntung and Kalumpang. The PEC started with 26 students and by
June has a total of 35 students and 4 teachers. The classes are held
every Sunday from 2.00 pm to 6.00 pm. It is Sabha’s hope that the
students will not only learn the mother tongue but will mingle with each
other, learn and live the Sikh Values.

16.8



Saturday 28 and Sunday 29 December 2013 was a camp day by
Naujawans and Sevadars from Penang. About 40 participants arrived in
the early hours of Saturday morning (1.30 am). Jeevan and his team
were on hand to take them for jungle trekking in the morning. Evening
was a fun day at the flying fox and football for the youngsters. The day
ended with a camp fire. They next day, after reciting the Japji Sahib, it
was again a field day at the low ropes area. The participants departed
after a gotong royong session and lunch.

16.9



We also had a visit, (one bus load) on 28 December, (Saturday) evening
by Port Klang Naujawans and Sevadars. The young participants joined
the Penang group for field activities while the seniors and sevadars went
for a walk and were shown around the Orang Asli village. The visitors
were treated to tea and refreshments and left after dinner.

16.10

16.11

New Year Celebrations were held on the eve of 31 December. The
program started with Benti Chaupiee Sahib and ardaas, which was
followed by Saskaar of old rumallas. Rehraas was at 7.30 pm, which
was followed by Sukhmani Sahib and Kirtan session till 11.45 pm. Giani
Lakhbir Singh and Sdr. Inderjit Singh performed the Kirtan and Paath.
The program ended with a fireworks display and high tea. This jodh
mela was organised and initiated by the KKB Sangat. The Darbar Sahib
was beautifully decorated with a new Rumalla set and fresh flowers.
About 55 Sangat members attended the jodh mela.


The Simran Retreat held at Khalsa Land from 17 to 19 January was a
great success. We had about 170 stay-in participants and many more
walk-ins.
The Simran Retreat was a real treat for those who enjoy doing and
listening to Kirtan. Everyone participated as the stage was shared by the
Sangat (raised platform was not used). We had the top Kirtan Jathas of
Malaysia, Raja Sahib, Sardar Gurmukh Singh, Sardar Kamey and many
more but they took least time and got the youths to lead. Time was also
spent on physical exercises, yoga, high rope challenges, flying fox, Sg.
Chilling waterfall and walk through the Kampong Orang Asli.

16.12

Many of the participants were first time at the Khalsa Land and most
appreciated the program and facilities. They were plesently surprised of
the wonderful facilities and the commitment by SNSM to develop this
place. Most wished and hoped that the next Simran Retreat can be
repeated here within this year.
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16.13



16.14

16.15

The Global Warrior Camp was held over the Chinese New Year holidays
from 31 January to 2 February. The three day program of Developing
Competent Enterprising Warriors (Level 1) was a great one. Participants
were mainly from Gurpuri, Sikh Mai from Ipoh and Dashmesh Band – a
total of 70 participants and 25 trainers, facilitators and sevadars.
The Trainers and facilitators used various techniques and methods to
engage the participants and most had the opportunity to express and
speak as team members. Darbar Sahib, Marquee area and class rooms
were fully utilised. A guest speaker Ms Ruth was invited to render Kirtan
with her guitar and inspired the participants with her personal life
experiences and success stories. SNSM would like to thank the
organisers, participants and sevadars and hope that similar camps for
youths can be organised more often.



On 2 March 2014, SNSM organised a Sikh Environment Day at Khalsa
Land. The activities started with Environrobic and continued with the
organised hands-on activities. Sardarni Ravinder Kaur coordinated the
programme and the children were exposed to tree planting, vegetable
garden, the Mango Hill, wetlands, organic composing and recycling.

Women Development Committee

17.0
17.1

Mission:
1. To improve further the spiritual, economic, health and social status of Sikh
women and their families
2. To increase education and training opportunities for Sikh women
3. To develop and enhance leadership and participation in business
entrepreneurial activities

17.2

The SNSM’s Women Development team conducted the following activity during
the year
 Usually once every two months, free workshops are carried out based on
the most popular demands which most of the time is ‘cooking’ where
people from all walks of life attend and share their ‘gifts’ in certain
dishes. It is held between 2.30-5.30 pm where 2 recipes are taught in
detail. All present are given copies of the recipes and cooking tips are
also shared during these sessions. A lot of views are exchanged during
this interaction section amongst all present on issues like health ,kitchen
tips and generally life itself.

17.3



We have an intermission between 4-4.30 pm wherein during this time
we have speakers in the relevant fields to educate the group.



After the programme we also like to have an inspiring slide show with a
message to take home for those present. We conclude at 5.50 with tea
and of course those who attend can savour the dishes taught..



The Objective of these programmes is for people to realize that there is
more to life than just keeping to oneself and being inward. Here when we
share and see others freely feeding priced information ( like we have one
who is willing to come and share her recipes for muffins and cakes which
is her bread and butter!!) we hope to instil the feeling of oneness
amongst all and with that hope that the bonds shared will be stronger
and further extended(with God’s grace!!!) . Further we hope to reach out
to those who have these kinds of interest and at the same time educate
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them with health ( or any other issue) by having guest speakers. On a
lighter note its just a day out for those who are stuck to their daily
routines and chores and wish to have a day out learning and sharing
with a bunch of friends.
17.4



It is interesting to note that we had some stay home mums who never
had any opportunity in life to speak or share in public coming forward
very courageously and teach their foremothers dishes. The feeling of joy
they had after the session was so beautifully shown on their faces and
when asked why the over pouring happiness, their reply was just…..I am
so happy to share ! (Goes back to Gurbani!)

17.5



With God’s grace those attended have been very pleased with what they
have taken home. We receive input month after month about how they
go back and try the recipes out.

17.6

MOTHERS’ DAY CELEBRATION 2014

17.6.1

Mothers’ Day 2014 was celebrated in grand scale to appreciate all mothers by
Sikh Naujawan Sabha Malaysia, with the theme “Phullaan Di Bahaar” (Flowers
in Bloom). A special High – Tea function was arranged at Wisma Tatt Khalsa
Hall on 18th May 2014. This highly successfully High-Tea was attended by
almost 700 mothers, many of whom were colourfully dressed.

17.6.2

Mothers sat back and relaxed to enjoy the interesting shows that were
organised for them. Among the interesting items that were presented were
Musical Drama, Bhangra Dance, Gidda Performance, Kavta Recitation, Games
and Lucky Draws.

17.6.3

We are very proud to have mothers who serve and lead the community towards
the journey and teachings of our Gurus.

17.6.4

All mothers went home with door gifts, lucky draw gifts, laughter, fun, happiness
and sweet memories.

17.7

Women Development Committee also participated in other discussions and
meetings organised by various NGOs and Government bodies

18.0
18.1

enKAURage
enKAURage, the younger branch of the SNSM Ladies Wing was launched in
December 2013 during the 50th Annual Gurmat Parchaar Samelan.
enKAURage focuses on girls between the ages of 16 and 30 years. The
purpose of enKAURage is to allow women to come together, encourage and
help one another to bring out our best and achieve all they can in all aspects of
their lives. This begins with fellowship and camaraderie. enKAURage is the
platform to form this bond.

18.2

As a starting point, enKAURage has its own page on Facebook. Events for
enKAURage are promoted through this forum. The Facebook page
administrators work together with the administrators of the official SNSM
Facebook page to spread news of upcoming events and photos of past events.

18.3

enKAURage has organized a few sessions, which include the launch in
Samelan 2013. The Launch consisted of a slide show and official launch in the
Darbar Sahib, a soft launch ceremony where the participants in Samelan had a
chance to meet and mingle over some food. The participants were even given
the opportunity to get their nails painted by two very talented young Sikh
women.
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18.4

In January 2014, we had an interactive session with Sharan Kaur, Phd
Counselling Psychologist . The topic of discussion was “Relationships: Social
Media and Exposure”. There was much discussion and voicing of concerns and
opinions. The attendees also made new friends and connected very well with
Sharan. The event was concluded with a Magnificient Me session by Phenji
Ravi. This session tapped into the potential within us and it was beautiful and
empowering.

18.5

In February 2014, we had a mixer just so the attendees could get to know one
another. All of us lead busy lives and it is often difficult to meet other young Sikh
women. We played a game that allowed us to discuss issues including our
relationship with our parents and friends, our view of the world, and even where
to shop for certain outfits.

18.6

In April 2014, enKAURage did some promotion in the Grand Vaisakhi Event in
the International Youth Centre in Cheras. Here were promoted the Pink
Coloured theme on our Facebook page and got the Sabha official
photographers to take pictures of people in pink promoting the enKAURage
logo. The main purpose of this was to spread the existance of enKAURage to
the focus group and increase the Facebook participation and awareness.

18.7

In June 2014, enKAURage hosted a slumber party in Sabha House. Girls came
over for rehrass, followed by dinner and a fun filled session after that. About 25
girls stayed over, while the rest went home around 11pm. We hoped that the
event would allow the girls to get to make more friends. Though no Sikhi
oriented talk was planned for the event, the girls eventually became so
comfortable that they began talking and sharing without even being promted.
Issues of bullying were highlighted and suggestions as to solutions were given
as well. Also highlighted was expose on social media forums, with regard to
what they write and the photos they post. But, most importantly, the girls made
friends and sisters at the event, and they now have someone else to turn to.

18.8

The current event organizing team is looking to launch certain projects which
other young ladies can manage without much help, merely supervision. This
would help groom future organizers and help gather more participants. Some of
the ideas being bounced are a urban jungle survival workshop, crafting session,
an ourdoor picnic, and a self esteem and grooming module. The Sikhi comcepts
that enKAURage focuses includes keeping the right Sanggat, living with our
Sikhi Roop and being proud of it, and spreading the love.

18.9

With regard to cost, enKAURage events have always sought to keep cost at a
minimal. We try to find sponsors, and have been very lucky thusfar as some of
our own ladies have been so generous without even being asked. Veerji Charlie
has also been very kind to have arranged for the refreshments at our second
event. However, we have needed some financial support from SNSM, and
SNSM has been very kind and has always ensured to fill in the financial gaps
we face.

19.0

Global Sikhs – Disaster Relief and Welfare
19.1

19.2

Global Sikhs is a sub-division of the Sabha. The Sabha committee decided that
where the response to the dire international needs was being maintained,
Global Sikhs will expand its services to cater the need of the local population.
Therefore, this sub-division will be known as ‘Global Sikhs – Disaster Relief and
Welfare’.
Major area of focus:
 Providing emergency relief to Sikh families affected by unforeseen
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catastrophes.
Extending social support to included Sikh population such as families
living below the poverty line, widows, neglected elderly folks and
children.
Provide counseling and moral support to parties concern
With regards to emergency relief response, to execute training programs
on a regular basis for ‘key personnel’ identified for initial batches.

19.3

The Sabha donated RM30,000/- towards the Philippines disaster relief
assistance

19.4

The Sabha helped to send back 8 Indian Citizens (male and female) who were
cheated and brought to Malaysia. Again the Sabha whole heartily thank some
Gursikhs who came forward and provide the necessary aid and helped to get
the necessary documentations.

19.5

Some Gursikh have come forward to set up a fund in helping to send those who
are detained in immigration camps here.
They will do the necessary
documentation and arrange to organise the tickets to sent them back. So far
there are 11 people still in the camps. Funds will be raised by this Gursikhs.
They will do it under the flag ship of the Sabha.

19.6

19.7

19.8

20.0

The Sabha also visit and send food twice a month to Sanctuary Care Centre –
Home for Destitute Children in Setapak, Kuala Lumpur.
The Sabha helps in the Hospital Sewa every Sunday by helping to send
volunteers to serve food and also in preparing the food and to look for sponsors
for the meals
The Sabha helped in cremation of three unclaimed bodies and assisted four
other poor families’ to perform similar final rites.
Environment Day

20.1

Sikh Environment Day 2014 (Sikh Vatavaran Divas 2014) was celerbrated at
Khalsa Land, Kuala Kubu Baru, land surrounded by greenery. About 200
children from PECs around Selangor and Kuala Lumpur participated in this
event. The event started off with a session of blissful kirtan. We did Ardas to
receive blessing from Guruji. The event started with a special Environrobic by
Sardar Sharvinder Singh.

20.2

The activities were started with a special Environrobic by Sardar Sharvinder
Singh. This then continued with the organised hands-on activities. Children were
exposed to Tree Planting, Vegetable Garden, Mango Hill, Wetlands,
Decomposing and Recycling. Sardar Harnarinder Singh (Harry) guided the
children on tree planting. About 25 were planted around the Khalsa Land. It was
exciting to see children at the age of 6 & 7 years old so keen to actually dirty
their hands to plant trees. Sardar Amarjit Singh enlightened the children with the
knowledge of fruit trees. Children were shown different fruit trees. Amongst the
trees that were showns are mangos, “mata kucing”, papaya, cherries etc.

20.3

Sardar Sarjit Singh showed children the Vegetable Garden that he has set up.
Children had the chance to see and plant different types of vegetables. They
saw how lady’s finger’s tree looked like. Besides that they also saw mint plant,
brinjals etc. Wetlands was an interesting exposure. Sardar Harinderrai Singh
explained the functions of wetlands. He also explained to children about living
things that are found in the wetlands. The children also learnt how wetlands
came about and what are functions of wetlands in the eco system.
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20.4

Sardar Gian Singh was very motivated to explained about the decomposing
which he and his team has started about 9 months ago. He demonstrated how
decomposing is done. The decomposed product will be a natural fertiliser for all
the plants around KKB land. It is really good to know that our daily food waste
can be so useful.

20.5

Finally children were explained about the importance of recycling. They
discussed about how and what can be recycled.

20.6

Children and sewadars were given a recycleable bag which they can use for
their daily shopping. We hope to reduce the use of plastic bags to save the
earth. With the blessings of Waheguru, the Environment Day was ended by a
nature’s shower. We were grateful because it rained after 2 months. Our Ardaas
was actually heard!

20.7

All participants were awarded with an Eco Sikh Pledge as their commitment
towards the Environment. All in all the Sikh Environment Day 2014 was a huge
success.

21.0

NISHKAM SEWA
21.1

With the grace of Waheguru, Sikh Naujawan Sabha Malaysia and a Foundation
have established the groundwork and have humbly launched the NISHKAM
SEWA project.

21.2

This project is to identify the hard core poor within the Sikh community in
Malaysia and to ensure that at a minimum, they are able to have nutritious
meals in their homes. Parents from these homes can then focus on the other
essentials that are so fundamental to our lives.

21.3

This project would entail the supply of monthly provisions based on the family
size and income. To date the Sabha together with the Foundation have so far
identified 89 families and are supplying them monthly provison, educational help
as well as medical assistance.

22.0
22.1

22.2
22.2.1

Education Division
Objectives are:
 Teach students skills such as Goal setting and choosing the right career
path;
 Prepare students in effective study techniques for examinations, answer
question in the correct format and simple memorizing techniques
 Conduct career workshops
 Advertise scholarship availability and assist as required
Programmes and Activities organized by the Education Camp Division:Organised Education Camps at Butterworth, Penang; Ipoh, Kuala Lumpur,
Seremban and Johore Baru for UPSR and SPM Students. Focus: Examination
subjects, Past Year Questions, Answering Techniques, Time Management. The
camp was carried out by experienced teachers who are also in the field of
preparing and marking examination papers. The objective of this module was to
focus on effective study techniques for examination.
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22.2.2

These camps emphasised on Educational Motivation using the well known
methodology - The Law of Attraction. They enlightened students on how to
achieve good results and have a sucessful life.

22.2.3

Various strategies on tactics of achieving good results were introduced to
students. These 3 hour workshops were well received by the student and we
hope that students appll its techniques to achieve better results in their exams.

22.3

We hope to organise more Education Camps for the students in the near future.

23.0

SNSM’s Education and Career Workshop
23.1

The Sabha organized various Education and Career Workshop around the
country.

23.2

The format was presentations by practicing experts from the relevant fields and
counseling and guidance sessions by groups for students and parents.
For the presentations, the experts covered areas as below:
 The various disciplines with focus on careers in Marine & Tax.
 The job market – local and foreign
 Salaries that can be commanded
 The career paths
 The pre-requisites qualifications and aptitude
 The various routes to attain the requisite professional qualifications
 What is available locally (Public Universities, Private Universities,
Twinning) and the various costing
 Professional courses that are available for the chosen field.

23.3

23.4

24.0

We were fortunate that Dato Jaspal Singh used his good offices and made
available copies Higher Education Pathways booklet. This is a very
comprehensive booklet that showed the available routes to further education for
all classes of students, from the weak students who failed in all subjects to the
outstanding student who aced. Every participant was given a copy of this
booklet.
We received very good feedback from parents and students. They were very
impressed with the content and delivery from the practicing experts from various
disciplines. They were glad that they now have an overview of the various
careers and the offerings from the public and private sectors.
ICT DIVISION

24.1

The ICT team had decided to take on the SNSM Membership Database project
as an initiative to resolve the many issues faced by SNSM members with
regards to their membership with SNSM. The work that has been carried out in
this project was After the new membership database was developed by
December 2013, we then started migrating the data from the old system into the
new system.

24.2

By Feb 2014 once the migration exercise was completed, we started working on
cleaning up the data as a lot of information had not been updated in the past
years and also getting the most current contact and address details of our
members.

24.3

The main issues faced at this stage were :
a.) Members who have shifted or migrated have not given their new
address to SNSM so the letters are still going to the old address.
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b.) Members who have passed away are still receiving the mailings from
SNSM as we have not been informed accordingly.
c.) The telephone contact number has changed or is no longer in use or
has changed to the newer 8 digit format.
24.4

Beginning March 2014, by using the new database system we had started the
exercise to clean up the member’s data by doing the following steps :
a.) Setting up booths at important SNSM events like the Vaisakhi
programme at IYC, Cheras where visiting members can check and
provide their latest mailing address and contact numbers. The new
information is updated on the spot into the new system.
b.) A SNSM staff has started contacting all members via telephone
starting with member’s whose name starting the alphabet ‘A’ and
reconfirm all their details.
c.) And for those we cannot reach via telephone, we have started
mailing letters with an attached form for them to update their
particulars and mail/fax/call it back to SNSM.

24.5

Up to end June 2014, the progress so far has been :
a.) We have tried making phone calls to approximately 2750 members.
(those whose names begin with the alphabet A - J).
b.) From this approach, we have failed to contact around 1000
members. We then followed this step by sending letters to these
1000 members.
c.) We have started to get emails, faxes and phone calls by members
who have started giving their latest contact information.
d.) And there is still a remainder of 2750 members yet to be called.
e.) At the 2014 Annual Vaisakhi event at IYC, we also received around
50 new membership applications.

24.6

We believe that even after the completion of the phone calls and mailing of
letters there will be members will still not be contactable by SNSM. The next
step would be to get the help from our branches and area representatives to
help locate these members according to their respective areas. This will be an
ongoing exercise by SNSM.
Below are screenshots of the new screenshots of the new system :
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broken down to the following phases :
24.7

Promotion of SNSM Events
Previously we used to rely solely on printing and posting newsletters to our
members and as well as putting up posters in Gurdwaras for the various
activities and events that SNSM was planning. Now starting in 2013 we have
started promoting all events via the SNSM Facebook as it has a more global
and better reach to the younger generation today which are more IT savvy.
Within less than 1 year, we have now reached 10,000 members. Through this
Facebook page, we have started to promote all SNSM activities and also post
pictures and news from all SNSM events almost within the same day of the
event. This has now provided SNSM another channel to advertise its events so
that it reaches out especially to the youths who are main majority users of
Facebook. Through the Facebook page, we have also been able to receive
constructive feedback and ideas from SNSM’s Facebook fans for future
activities and event

24.8

Live Streaming
The IT team together with the Sikh Inside Team worked very hard to ensure all
the necessary preparations were in place and this live streaming was an instant
success for all major Sabha Programmes . We receive many positive responses
and feedback including from those who were overseas. In view of this success,
SNSM plans to continue to do live streaming on the Internet for other future
major events as well.

24.9

Youtube
SNSM IT team has also started to promote main events like the annual Samelan
by uploading various videos to the Youtube website. Youtube is on of the main
video sharing website in the world. This has helped viewers who have never
been to SNSM events to get a look & feel of what actually happens there. This
has enabled us to share video content online and promote it via SNSM’s
website.
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24.10

E-group malaysian_punjabi_news@yahoogroups.com
Current Status
Malaysian Punjabi News with more that 9000 members is used to relay SNSM
news and programs at announcements only. This is not a discussion group.
Penetration is good within the Malaysian Sikh populace
Vaisakhi programs, tours and other Sikhi / Educational news is shared regularly
Moderators – S. Malkith Singh and S. Amanjeet Singh

24.11

Just a click – the SNSM website
Technology has rapidly spread like a mushroom in our era where people are
relying on it to do various tasks. Why does our community should be left
behind? SNSM is pleased to announce that our new improved website is
officially up and running to serve you better with just a click!
We would be having regular updates on the website which would cover on all
the major SNSM events , news , social media and not forgetting newsletter via
emails to all SNSM members and anyone who have subscribed to our mailing
list. This website will keep you updated without any delay; all you need to do is
just surf our website.
Another major function have been added to the website is the Donation tab. You
would able to do an online donation with your payment gateway and all this
funds would be channeled directly to SNSM bank account. We had done this
online payment getaway previously for Samelan 2013 which was held in Port
Dickson; it was a successful project. We receive an overwhelming support from
our community who paid online for the samelan registration fee. Now, we hope
that the donation tab functionality will enable the sanggat to come forward do
their Dus Fund donation with Sikh Naujawan Sabha Malaysia easily without any
hassle.
Moving on, our next implementation on the website would be enabling the
sanggat to register become a life member with Sikh Naujawan Sabha Malaysia .
All you need to do is pay your subscription fees via Online Banking or using your
Credit Card using our website.
We hope with the completely new design and layout will make navigation easier
as well as give you a better user experience. We have made the new website
‘responsive’ so it stays easy to view on your smartphone and tablet.
Now, it's time to surf our new website www.snsm.org.my and we hope you enjoy
and make use of all these new functionalities we came up with! Just a click!

25.0
25.1
25.2

National Punjabi Bhasha Mela
The 23rd National Punjabi Bhasha Mela was organized with the corporation of
GS Klang at Klang from June 7th & 8th , 2014. Around 300 participants took part
Teams that participated are as follows:
Johore Bahru
Port Kelang
Wadda Gurdwara Kg. Pandan
Petaling Jaya
Klang
Butterworth
Pulapol
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Gurpuri
Selayang Baru
Seremban
Rawang
Guru Nanak School Ipoh
Sungei Petani
Khalsa Land, KKB
Shah Alam
25.3

Those 2 days (5th & 6th of June) were filled with absolute excitement.
The teams started crowding the secretariat as early as 8am. The tranquility of
the environment was captured by the voices of the heavily excited kids. Some
were busy helping themselves at the Langgar hall. This was followed by
Arambhak Ardas and welcoming speech.

25.4

The event was started off with Sudh Paath. The recitation of the baani’s varies
from one age group to the other. Participants of Tahap 1 were required to
receipt Japji Sahib and Tahap 2 were required to recite Anand Sahib, whereas
those Tahap 3 were required to receipt Asa Ki Var and Tahap 4 were judged
based on Sanchiaa of Sri Guru Granth Sahib. The participants went all out to
outdo each other by reciting the baani with proper pronunciation.

25.6

This was followed by Sakhi / Kahani (Story Telling) for Tahap 1 & 2 and
Bhashan (Elocution) for Tahap 3 & 4.

25.7

This was followed by a debate (youngsters) between Gurpuri and Klang and PJ
and Johore Baru. The four teams staged a great fight till the very end. Klang and
Johore Baru entered the final.

25.8

To move on, we had poem recitation and as usual this event was no different
from the rest. They had 4 different categories. The participants displayed a
superb poetic skill. Most of the poems recited were themed on Sikh History
(Sikh Gurus and Sikh Warriors). At the mid day, when the sun was at its tip and
so was the level of competitiveness amongst the participants. The next event
was Tatkaali Peshkaari
( impromptu speaking). This was a good time for the
participants to go up on the stage and speak out their views about a given topic
fearlessly.

25.9

After that event, we had Sun Ke Jawab Likhnaa (Listening Comprehension)
whereby students listen to a recorded passage in Punjabi and answer questions
on an answer sheet. Their listening skills were put to test.

25.10

This time the show was stolen by the teachers of PECs, whom they were seen
battling each other during the debate.

25.11

After Rehraas Sahib, the much awaited moment of the carnival arrived, the
Choir presentation. Each team that participated in this event presented their
choir in their very own best manner which carries a deep meaning of Sikhi. They
creatively used various traditional instruments to add on the beauty of their
performances. Moreover, each of the teams came up with their own designed
Punjabi traditional suits and they all looked stunning.

23.12

The following day started off with Shudh Akhar Jorh (Spelling Bee) The
participants were required to spell the words uttered by the judges correctly. The
degree or toughness varied according to the age groups.

25.13

After that event, we had news casting. The participants were seen dressed up
smartly. Some of the news was extracted from our local Punjabi tabloid. Above
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all else, everyone spoke with wit and confidence.
25.14

The next event of the day was Prashnotri (Quiz) and the participants were
tested basically on their knowledge regarding Sikh History, Culture and General
Knowledge.

25.15

The very much anticipated event has finally arrived, where Gurpuri and PJ took
on the centre of the stage for the third and fourth placing for debate and Klang
and Johore Baru took on the centre final battle in debate. The hall was crowded
with viewers, to intensify the pressure on the debaters. Both teams displayed
superb debating skills but Klang team stole the show and won the debate. The
best speaker title was bagged by Johore Baru.

25.16

Finally, the event has come to an end. The prize giving ceremony took place.
This time, the very much talented Ipoh team clinched the overall champions for
National Punjabi Bhasaha Mela 2014. The participants were in a jubilant mood
with the eagerness to lift the challenge trophy. The Klang and Selayang team
came in as 1st and 2nd runners up respectively. This time around, each and
every team were given prize money according to their overall standing in the
competition with Ipoh got cash prize money of RM 1000 and Selayang and
Klang got RM 500 and RM 300 respectively. These cash prizes were
sponsored by Sikh Naujwan Sabha Malaysia. Hope this will help all the
participating PEC to add on the burning desire to clinch the overall title next
year.

25.17

We would like to thank the Parbandak & the sangat of Gurdwara Sahib Klang for
helping in organizing and allowing their premises to be used to make the
National Punjabi Bhasha Mela, 2014 a success

26.0
26.1

Sri Guru Granth Sahib Maharaj Saroops
The Sabha with Gurdwara Sahib Pulapol manage to get another 170 Guru
Maharaj Saroops from India.

26.2

They are at present kept at the Pavither Asthaan at Gurdwara Sahib Pulapol. It
is now fully functional as a centre of distribution of Guru Maharaj Saroops
throughout South East Asia. We have sent Maharaj Saroops all over Malaysia.

26.3

The Sabha would like to thank Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhak Committee,
Amritsar who gave us the sewa of bringing the 170 Guru Maharaj Saroops; Sdr.
Jatindar Singh Uppal who organized and sponsored the whole sewa; Gurdwara
Sahib Pulapol who provide the sewa of the Pavither Asthaan for keeping the
Maharaj Saroops.

27.0
27.1

28.0
28.1.

28.2

Majlis Belia Malaysia (MBM)
Throughout the year, the Sabha has been involved actively in MBM functions.
We would like to thank Dr Sarjit Singh Gill who represented the Sabha in most
of the seminars and programmes organized by Majlis Belia Malaysia.
Malaysian Consultative Council on Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism,
Sikhism And Taoism (MCCBCHST)
The Sabha is a founding member of this Inter-religious NGO and have been
involved actively in its activities and dialogues to resolve issues and make
representations to the Government on matters pertaining to Sikhs and other
faiths in Malaysia. Sdr. Gurdiall Singh & Sdr. Hargopal Singh represents the
Sabha on the Executive Council of the MCCBCHST.
The Sabha through the MCCBCHST regularly tackles issues relating to
conversion including visiting detention centres. It also tackles issues relating to
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